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A Job at Your Front Door, Your Future Right Around the Corner:
The Academic & Career Advising Center Offers Students Comfort in Growing Up
MICHELLE GOLDCHAIN

Features Editor

"Dont just look at the name of the company and what they do;
opportunités will surprise you," said Mary Meade Saunders.
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The Search for LU s
Next President Continues
NICK CONIGUARO

Contributor
Longwood University is one
step closer to experiencing the
leadership of a new president,
as the university's Presidential Search Committee has narrowed down the pool of 65 presidential candidates to a more
manageable pool of eight to 10.
In the coming weeks, said Dr.
Derek Taylor, committee vice
chair and professor of English,
the committee will meet with
these semi-finalists in person
and the number of candidates
will be cut to four.
While the Longwood University Board of Visitors (BOV) has
the final say in who the next
president will be, the committee will continúe to carefully review the candidates and make
recommendations to the BOV
based on theit findings.
The Presidential Search Committee includes Longwood BOV
representation, as BOV member
Jane Maddux is the chair and
several other BOV members
are on the committee. There is
representation from Longwood
faculty, staff and student body,
as well as other Longwood
community members. A total
of 13 official members and two
ex-officio members make up the
committee.
While Maddux leads the
search committee, Taylor sees
himself as the on-campus representative, as Maddux works
outside of Longwood and is not

pot!

always on university grounds.
Dr. Stephen Portch, Chancellor
Emeritus of the University System of Georgia, has served as
the presidential search consultant to the BOV throughout the
search process. The liaison of
the assigned presidential search
firm, Dr. Constantine Curtis of
AGB Search, has held the position of university president at
three universities.
Taylor said both Portch and
Curtis have valuable contacts
from their years in higher education and have "done a very
good job of advertising the position, but also contacting people whom they've known over
the years."
So far, the committee has only
seen the candidates on paper
through their letters of interests, CVs, recommendations
and nominations, but Taylor
said a number of the candidates
the university can choose from
are sitting presidents and have
diverse backgrounds. Taylor
said meeting these candidates
in person and narrowing them
down to the top four candidates, then cutting this number
to two finalists, will be quite a
process.
Taylor believes the committee
is looking out for the university's best interest in the search
process. "You're trying to get
the person with the most impressive background who also
signals some awareness of what
Longwood is," he added. "You
want someone who gets us —

While a -college student's undergraduate
career is very brief, the
biggest mistakes a student can make during
the short four years on
campus are procrastinating and not planning
enough until the diploma is in his or her hand
and real life becomes a
real problem.
The Academic & Career Advising Center
(ACAC) is capable of
propelling a student to
post-grad employment
and self-fulfillment.
The ACAC offers resources, such as books
and pamphlets, with
tips on how to write an
effective resumé, how
to finance for graduate
school and more. The
office also hosts multiple workshops throughout the year with tips
on how to hold a successful interview, how
to dress professionally
for any career type, as
well as multiple events,
including job fairs and
networking events.

Nancy Ventura, student assistant of the
ACAC, said, "I think
people miss this office a
lot of times."
She said, "If they use
their resources, they
could graduate with
jobs rather than come
the last week of finals,
[saying], 'I need a job.'"
With job fairs hosted
by the ACAC on campus, it is only a win-win
situation for students
and employers alike
who participate.
Ventura said, "These
employers are coming
on campus. Students
don't have to go anywhere." .
She further stated, "I
think we kind of forget
that - yes, we're in college, and we're young but ultimately we have
to get jobs."
In preparation for the
upcoming job fairs, Ventura suggested students
have both their resumé
and business cards
handy to give to employers. Résumés and
business cards can be
printed on professional
grade paper at Long-

wood Printing Services.
With job training fairs,
workshops and walkin hours, every student
can learn how best to
prepare
themselves,
from that first handshake to that wonderful
phrase, "You're hired."
Excited for the upcoming Job & Internship
Fair on Feb. 19, Ventura
said, "You never know.
You could come in for
15 to 20 minutes, and
you have no idea who
you could meet."
"You just have to have
an approach that you
want to do this. You
want to meet people.
And, you know, I think
a lot of us forget that
down the road because
it is college," she said.
With the Academic &
Career Advising Center,
the fear students may
feel about graduating
and entering into the
real world can be diminished into pure confidence and excitement.
Once a Lancer; always
a Lancer; the ACAC believes that to be true.
Even after graduation,
alumni are still able to

utilize the Center's services whenever needed.
Ventura recommended
for students to get started early on understanding what major is right
for him or her, on what
careers may be available
outside graduation, but
most importantly on
utilizing the resources
available to them.
With the help of the
ACAC, growing up becomes a little easier, and
suddenly the real world
isn't so scary anymore.
The Academic & Career Advising Center
is located in Lancaster
Hall Room G08A and is
open Monday through
Friday from 8:15 a.m. to
5 p.m. Walk-in appointments are available
from 12 p.m. to 2 p.m.
from Monday through
Friday. To schedule an
individual appointment
or a mock interview, call
(434) 395-2063 or email
career91ongwood.edu.
For more information,
go online to www. longwood, edu/ career.
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Living Off Campus:
How Students Can Apply for the Upcoming Year

She said, "I don't anticipate that we would have
to
deny anyone who meets the credit requirement
Asst. Features Editor
for release. If there was ever a year where we
This week, students who have credit hours start- couldn't release everyone, we would rank them
ing at 48 or more by the end of the spring semes- by their earned credit hours. Seniors would be
ter will be allowed to apply to live off-campus released first before juniors before sophomores."
Usually, students in the numbers ranging from
next year in order to move to a new stage of col300
to 400 have applied to live off-campus each
lege life.
year,
low numbers for a school that has a student
Jean Wilwohl, associate director of Occupancy
Management, said, "Starting Monday of next population of 4,834, while 4,355 of those are unweek to Friday of next week at five o'clock, we dergraduate students.
"We still have about 50 percent of our senior
will be conducting the off-cam pus release application process. The form will be available on our
website starting Monday. It is a PDF document,
so the student just prints it out. There are a few
places to initial and sign, and then they bring the
application here to the [Residential and Commuter Life] (RCL) office."
Following that week of application, the students
who applied will find out whether they are released from living on campus on Monday, Feb. 4.
Students who are released to live off-campus
for the following year will attend an hour-and-ahalf orientation where students will learn about
-Jean Wilwohl
the many options that are available to them as
well as their rights and responsibilities to live offcampus.
Wilwohl said, "Some of the things they'll talk class living with us in our housing" said Wilabout will be parking how to sign up for trash wohl. "So if s not that every senior is asking to
pick up, how to handle disputes with landlords, be released. You know there will be some seniors
what resources are available [to the students], that will. There will be some juniors that will.
things of that nature, just to get our students There will be some higher credit sophomores that
ready for the independence of living off campus." meet the 48 [credit requirement] that will ask to
Once released, students can get leases for hous- be released. We still have a very high percentage
ing around the town of Farmville, using com- of our students that still - even though they could
panies like Walk2Campus, Poplar Forest Apart- apply for off-campus release - want to live in
ments, Green Properties or by going through Longwood managed housing either on the main
campus or in one of our three apartment commuindependent real estate brokers.
nities
that we manage."
According to Wilwohl, "In the past five to six
One last thing for all the students who haven't
years, everybody who has met the credit requirement who has applied for release has been re- yet decided whether or not they want to live offleased to live off-campus. I anticipate that, this campus, living off-campus means no hassle to
year, our numbers will be fairly consistent, as sign up for a dorm. Just a thought to consider
SEE "PRESIDENTIAL", Pc. 2 they've been every year, as far as the number of as the memory of last year's dorm sign up floats
through your head.
people asking to be released."

or seems prepared to get us."
While Taylor said many faculty members hope for a president
who was once "one of them,"
this is not required. He said it is
more important that the president understands the effort faculty put into their work.
From the various forums and
meetings the committee has
held, it seems many hope for a
president who has an academic
background and vision and has
"pursued higher education in a
significant fashion."
Taylor said a leader with a
"strategic vision" is also important. "Someone who can look at
us and ask, 'Where should we
be going in the next 10 years?'
'Whaf s an appropriate, direction for u s r 'Who are we, and
who can we be?*"
A skilled fundraiser is also
valued, said, Taylor; as private
and public funding is essential
as state funding becomes "more
and more tenuous."
As far as finding a president
with qualities students particularly value, Student Government Association President
Brian Reid serves as the search
committee's student representative. "What I believe students
want is they want a president
who puts students first," he
said. He pointed out that this
quality is in the university's job
description for president.
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News Editor
The Student Government
Association (SGA) welcomed
four new members at the
Senate's Tuesday, Jan. 29
meeting. President Donald
Knight swore in Kendall
Lofton as junior class vice
president, Ashlie Robertson
as Greek Representative,
Blake Shaw as the Cook-Gole
College of Arts & Sciences
Representative
and
one
Conduct Board Justice.
Representatives from Zeta
Tau Alpha (ZTA) Fraternity
for Women then made an
appearance to notify the
SGA about their recruitment
process. ZTA is recolonizing
the
Alpha
chapter
at
Longwood and started the
recruitment process on Jan.
28. ZTA will be tabling at
Don-ill Dining Hall (D-Hall)

for the next two weeks.
ZTA's "Think Pink. Think
Zeta" week, in honor of
their
philanthropy
for
breast cancer awareness and
education, will last from Feb.
1-8. National officers will host
info-views from Feb. 10-13
with open houses on Feb. 12
and 13, followed by the ZTA
Preference Party on Feb. 14.
The ZTA representatives
said the fraternity is looking
for young women who are
"super devoted" and expect
to have a full chapter of over
60 in three weeks.
The Student Philanthropy
Council, a new organization
on campus, also visited the
SGA to ask for the Senate's
support
and
encourage
students to make donations
to the university that will go
toward funding scholarships,
programs and other student
resources.

To begin open forum, Press
Secretary David Clipp said
it would be beneficial for
there to be signs that warn
drivers to yield to pedestrians
on crosswalks. Longwood
University Police Department
Chief of Police Bob Beach, who
briefly attended the meeting,
reminded students that it is
only a requirement for drivers
to stop at crosswalks if people
are on the crosswalks, not
approaching them.
Another senator asked if
the town of Farmville could
put speed bumps on before
crosswalks to slow down
approaching vehicles that
are driving above the speed
limit Representative Michael
Albrecht will bring this up at
the Town Council meeting in
February.
• One representative said
physically disabled students
in wheelchairs were told that

instead of being transported
to class in covered, motorized
carts when it rains, they
should not attend class on
those days. This will be
looked into through Disability
Resources.
The Senate brought several
more concerns to the table
before the end of open forum.
A representative said there
have been complaints about
unlevel tables at D-Hall. A
senator said there are also
concerns about longboarder
safety on the streets. Lastly,
a student would like to see
D-Hall workers re-allocated
to the Panini Station at D-Hall
during busy hours.
The SGA has posted
applications on their website
for senators and freshman
class representatives due
by tomorrow at 5 p.m. and
encourages those interested
to apply.

In budget news, the Student
Finance Committee (SFC)
allocated $2,800 to Alpha
Phi Alpha Fraternity for
conference fees. The SFC
then granted $1,500 from
the EPAA account and an
additional $10 to the Honor
Student Association and the
junior and senior class. The
SFC then allocated $10 to the
junior class for spirit night
promotion.
The SFC then reallocated
$575.73 to Peer Health
Educators for finals week
massages
and
allocated
$1,065.73 for the organization
to continue the program this
spring. SFC also reallocated
funds to LATE, granting the
organization $406.97.
The next SGA meeting will
take place on Hiesday, Feb.
5 in the BC rooms of the
Lankford Student Union.
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After

years

of

sharing

a

commencement
ceremony
with
undergraduate students, graduates
of the College of Graduate and
Professional Studies (CGPS) will have

Assistant Director of Leadership & Civic
Engagement to start Position at UGA
BECCA LUNDBERG

News Editor
Jen Rentschler, assistant director
of Leadership and Civic Engagement, is leaving Longwood after
nearly seven years to assume the
role of associate director for Student Life for die Center of Leadership at the University Georgia,
reports Longwood Insider.
Rentschler managed the university's leadership programs
and volunteer and service needs.
Her efforts at Longwood include
launching the MLK Challenge,
starting die first international Alternate Spring Break Trip, beginning Hunger and Homelessness

Awareness Week and bringing the
first Social Justice in Action Leadership Summit with the assistance
of other university staff.
Rentschler also served as an adviser to Alpha Delta Pi Sorority
and Big Siblings.
She began her time at Longwood
as assistant director of Leadership
and New Student Programs in
2006 and moved on to the role of
assistant director of Volunteer and
Service Learning in 2007 before assuming her final role at Longwood
in 2010.
During Rentschler's time at the
university, she received a Citizen
Leader Award and a CHI commendation.

a separate ceremony this May. The
May 10th ceremony will take place at
7 p.m. in Jarman Auditorium the night
before the undergraduate ceremony
and will feature Interim President
Marge Connelly as the keynote
speaker.
Kathy Charleston, assistant dean of
the CGPS, has been a strong advocate
of such an event for more than 12
years. She said earning a graduate
degree, while not necessarily more
important than an undergraduate
degree, is a "whole different kind of
accomplishment."
Charleston said support for a
separate ceremony was not strong
until recently, as the undergraduate
population has grown significantly.
Easter said it seemed that the 120
to 140 graduate students who graduate
annually were beginning to be "tacked
on" at the end of the ceremony and
a separate ceremony will better
highlight their achievements.
"They don't get to have the
connection to Longwood, the typical
undergraduate connection, because
they're not here every day, five days
a week, getting to participate in all the

kinds of activities that are the hallmark
of an undergraduate experience," said
Charleston.
Diane Easter assistant to the
president and director of Events «id
Ceremonies, said a May 10th hooding
ceremony, at which graduates'
program coordinators place their
hoods on them while they are on
stage, was already in the works for
this year.
Easter said it made sense to make
the ceremony the full commencement
ceremony since the graduates'
families and friends would already be
in attendance.
Easter said the separate
commencement
ceremony
has
received positive feedback. Many
graduate students have heavy
responsibilities, such as families or
full-time jobs in addition to their
education, and Easter believes die
ceremony is the university's way of
recognizing this.
"It's an acknowledgment that they're
kind of at a different place, and they
deserve this special recognition."
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Presidential Search is Right on Schedule
CONTINUED FROM PG. 1

Reid said that from speaking with students, he
has also found that they understand a president's
workload requires them to attend meetings and
such events at times that keep them from being on
campus 24/7. He said it is about "trying to strike
that perfect balance" of a president who can attend
student events and perform their duties external
to campus.
Students have also expressed interest in a president who is concerned about student debt, Reid
said. "You want to try to lower student debt as
much as possible and to really give students the

best experience possible at Longwood," he added.
In mid-March or early April, Taylor hopes the
two finalists will be able to visit campus. "I'm going to push very hard for those candidates to be
made available so people can interact with them,"
he said. "And that would be all the stakeholders —
student groups, staff, faculty, you name i t "
However, Taylor said the "what if?" factor could
always hinder one or both of the finalists from revealing themselves to the public. "What happens if
we have a finalist who, for whatever reason, needs
discretion? Who can't have a big public session on
campus and then have his or her institution find
out... and then not get the Longwood job and pos-

sibly be in trouble with their home institution."
Taylor said unless, for whatever reason, none of
the candidates work out and the search is stalled,
the BOV will most likely select the next president
by this April. The university will most likely hold
a ceremony in the individual's honor shortly after
they are officially announced.
Before the search comes to an end and a new
president begins leading the university, Taylor
suggested students, faculty and staff "contact a
representative and share your questions or concerns with them" if they wish to be more involved
in the presidential search process.

LU Re-launches the Elementary Education Masters Program
complete their masters in one year.
Students can take three classes per
semester. It is considered a full-time
Longwood University has re- load, which allows of the availability
launched their renovated off-campus of financial aid. However, the classes
Elementary Education Masters Pro- are being delivered one at a time.
gram. Candidates who complete this Each class has five weeks and is in hyprogram will receive a Masters of Sci- brid form.
ence in elementary education from
Faculty has also added some classes
the university.
that are considered to be more speThis program was once available in cific to "now." For example, one of
the past and was pulled back out of the classes offered will be focused on
storage in 2008 by faculty members handing diversity, another focuses
Dr. Nancy Powers, Dr. Katrina May- on gifted learners and special educanard, Dr. Sara Miller, Dr. Sarah South- tion students and another curriculum
all and Dr. Steve Whitaker, with Dr. class was added as well.
Wayne White, dean of the College of
"We feel that if s more user-friendEducation and Human Services, as ly this way," said Powers. "We've
their overseer.
geared it toward what teachers are
"When we pulled it out of storage, already doing in the classroom. They
we asked ourselves what can we do are given assessments that directiy
with this program to make it bet- relate to their classroom. Other parter and user friendly and something ticipants work alongside a teacher for
that our students, when they gradu- one semester, giving them access to
ate, would like to do as well as teach- students. As you can see, if s a lot of
ers that are already in the field," said theory to practice."
Powers, Elementary Education coorThe current cohort, or the headquardinator.
ters, of the program is Prince Edward
The program will be delivered in Career Center. The center will be
a format so that recent graduate stu- streaming the program to other ardents and practicing teachers can eas. According to White, there are apASHLEY HODGE

Contributor

Interested In writing,
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to The Rotunda meetings,
every Thursday at 7 p.m.
In Chichester G12! We're
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proximately 15 to 20 students in the
program at this time. The next cohort
will take place in the summer with the
same amount of students expected.

"We've geared
it toward what
teachers are
already doing in the
classroom."
•Dr. Nancy Powers
"We have already seen an increase
in numbers of interest than what we
had in the program previously," said
White. "However, I can tell you that
we have already seen a 15 percent improvement in classroom attendance
as well as more discussion among colleagues in regards to discussing their
classrooms and the techniques they
use within i t "
Faculty members overseeing this
program are continuing to look at

data in hopes to capture anything else
that they can improve. When looking at data, they pay attention to how
well the students' that our student
teachers are working with are doing
in the field, they are capturing what
their student teachers think about
what they're doing in die field, they
are capturing what the supervisors
think about what the students are doing in the field and they are capturing
what the faculty in the school think
about what they're doing in the field.
They hope to continue to improve
both their lab school and their program in its entirety.
White said, "If s a complication of
things that we can do better. It does
not have to be one thing that is going wrong. If it was one it would be a
quick easy fix."
White added," I don't think anyone
has ever found that silver bullet that
works for having someone to learn,
and I think we're looking for that
silver bullet. We might find it, and I
hope we continue to improve as we
try to find i t "

Office of Diversity & inclusion Director Dr. Jamie Riley to Leave LU
BECCA LUNDBERG

News Editor
After serving as director of the
Office of Diversity & Inclusion
(ODI) for less than two years, Dr.
Jamie Riley will leave his desk at
Longwood behind on Jan. 30. Riley
will soon begin his role as director of
University of California, Berkeley's
new LEAD Center.
Riley began his time at Longwood
in July 2011, bringing several years of
experience in higher education-level
student affairs to his position. He has
previously worked at the University
of Georgia, Morehouse College,
Western Kentucky University and
DeVry University-Atlanta.
During Riley's time at the
university, he started the Student
Diversity and Inclusion Council
(SDIC) and founded the N.H. Scott
Center for Diversity & Inclusion, a
student work and lounge resource
area within the ODI.
"I think my biggest goal or objective
while I was here was to really bring
a foundation to what our diversity
office did, our initiatives or our
purpose on campus," Riley said.
Riley said he began his work in
the ODI focusing on programming,
experiences and developing a
relationship with multicultural and
minority students. "They see the
office as a support for them as they
function throughout the campus
environment."
"He has worked tirelessly to create
opportunities and programs that
service our multicultural students as
well as the university as a whole,"
said Shawn Gaines, ODI office
assistant and senior.
Gaines noted that Riley started
several programs
during
his

time at Longwood, including the
aforementioned SDIC, of which
Gaines is a member, the GABLE-S
weekly LGBTQQIA support group
and an A.S.K., a free tutoring service
for multicultural students.
Gaines called Riley a "phenomenal
asset" to the university. "He fervently
believes that all people are equal. He
advocates for students and works
tirelessly to ensure that students
are having the best experience on
campus."
"Dr. Riley initiated so many positive
programs and activities that have set
a template that we can build on in
the future in order for us to continue
the outreach, support and leadership
opportunities for our students," said
Dr. Tim Pierson, vice president for
Student Affairs.
Pierson credited Riley for his
role in the ODI's sponsoring of
more than 50 "programs, trainings
and/or
educational
workshops
aimed at increasing the awareness,
knowledge and skills of students,
staff and faculty pertaining to issues
of diversity, social justice, inclusion
and equity."
Pierson also commended Riley
for his work with die Social Justice
in Action Leadership Summit, a
weekend-long summit; the L.I.F.T.
Leadership Series, a leadership
symposium held monthly with a
focus on strengthening culturalbased leadership; and 20 scholarships
to the Mountain Lake Leadership
Conference for student leaders in
the university's 14 culturally-based
organizations.
As for the future of the ODI, Riley
began training Courtney Jones, the
new interim director of the ODI, on
Jan. 24.
Jones was previously meant to

assume the role of assistant director
but will serve as interim director
until the university selects the
permanent director. She has five
years of previous experience at
Lehigh University in Pennsylvania,
where she served as assistant
director within the university's
Office of Multicultural Affairs.
Riley said no decisions have been
made about who will permanently
assume the role of ODI director,
but he believes Jones is a "young,
energetic professional who I think is
looking for that opportunity"
In the meantime, Riley hopes the
ODI will continue to grow. "I hope
we'll continue to empower our
students from minority and cultural
backgrounds," he added.
He also hopes the university will
put more resources behind campuswide programs on diversity and that
the mentor program will develop
more.
As for Riley's new position, UC
Berkeley approached him about the
opportunity at the end of the fall
semester.
Riley aspires to become a vice
president for Student Affairs
within the next five to 10 years and,
ultimately, a university president;
he felt the position at UC Berkeley
would help lead him in that direction.
He also appreciates the university's
international reputation.
The decision to leave Longwood
was a difficult one for Riley. "I've
enjoyed interacting
with
the
students, I've enjoyed helping
them develop their interests and
counseling with them, but for me
this opportunity definitely aligned
with what I wanted to do and where
I wanted to go."
As director of the LEAD Center at

BECCA LUNDBERG

News Editor

Photo Cburtesy: longwood.edu
Riley will be greatly missed by LU.

UC Berkeley, Riley will supervise a
staff of 15 to 20 people, in comparison
to his staff of five at Longwood. He
will oversee fraternity and sorority
life, leadership programs, student
activities, advising and multicultural
programs similar to the ODI.
Riley will miss the students more
than anything else at Longwood.
"Out of all the universities I've
worked with, I've enjoyed my
relationship probably the most with
these students here," he said. "I'll
miss the energy and the passion that
these students have/'
However, if Longwood presents
Riley with the chance to return to the
university in a position that aligns
with his future goals, he is open to
returning one day.
"I hope that if the future opportunity
for me to come back ever presents
itself, I can take that opportunity."

Longwood Plans on Launching New Digital Memory Bank
LAWSON BABER

Contributor
Longwood University
expects to launch the
new
Digital
Commons
institutional repository in
February. What this means
is that all works which have
been created by faculty and/
or students can be easily
filed and located.
Amanda Hartman, Janet
D. Greenwood Library's
special collections & digital
initiatives librarian, has
dubbed the project as
a
"digital,
institutional
memory" for the school.
Hartman is the project
manager and has been
posting blogs about the
progress of the project,
which can be viewed on the
Longwood blog site under
the department's tab labeled
as "Digital Commons."
Hartman wrote that the
hope is to bring all of the
school's archives together
under one umbrella. In one
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After more than a month
of searching for suspects
connected to a robbery in
the local Walmart parking
lot the Farmville Police
Department charged two
women in wake of the Dec.
10 incident Hie Henrico
County Police Department
arrested Glenn Allen resident
Regina Hardy, 31, on Jan. 22
after the Farmville Police
Department charged her
with armed robbery targeted
toward a woman who was
1 in the process of placing her
child in her vehicle. She is
in Henrico County Jail on
no bond. Erica Quick, also
a 31-year-old Glen Allen
resident was charged with
attempted credit card fraud
and attempting to obtain
goods under false pretenses
in relation to the Farmville
robbery.

A household of four
is displaced after a
'
I l l a s ! fire blazed through
P i
Betty«
¡ § ¡ I their home in Henrico
Sunday
beonK; charged with g County
morning! The fire, due
Ü Ü
{ra
cause of which has
wounding «iter an
yet to be determined,
« 'S. $-year-<>M
a K started in the onestory H;j Highland
Spring» house
at
in the 40& Hock of
about
2KB
a.m.
According to Henrico
Police
Fire Capt. Jim Mellon,
the fire damage is
"pvetty
extensive."
It took crews 45
minutes to control the
flames. The fondly/
including their dog,
was not m m The
AmjMionSedONib
providing assistance
to the residents.®
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those organic things that will of this type to its repertoire helped other schools with
other
schools, their own Digital Commons.
continue to grow as we add because
such as the University of Their site shows links and
material to it."
Initially,
the
Digital Nebraska, Connecticut, Utah images from the Digital
Commons
will
contain and even Liberty University, Commons of schools such as
yearbooks
from
the have also started or have the University of Tennessee,
university's history. There already established their Utah State and even Yale
Law School.
are also plans to collect own versions.
The hope is that this will
The school has acquired
articles and other scholarly
simplify
the search process
resources
works from the university's the necessary
of
Longwood
Universityprofessors.
There
will, from Bepress with extra,
related
materials.
Where
end-of-year
funds
in
spring
however, be no material with
before
it
may
take
hours
of
of
2012.
While
the
library
copyright restrictions, so all
of die material on the site will be doing most to all of extensive research to find
the content building, the material, it will now become
will be all open source.
In one of Hartman's blog system itself will be hosted a much faster and easier
posts, she said, "At no point and programmed off-site by process, according to both
Hartman and Palmer.
does the Greenwood Library Bepress.
Longwood
University
Bepress
is
a
company
assume ownership of any of
anticipates
that
this
will not
dedicated
to
the
linking
the material housed in the
repository; we simply are and sharing of scholarly only be something accessible
providing convenient access information. Their official to students and faculty,
and enhanced longevity of statement on their webpage but also to connect other
"Through
our scholars.
materials deemed of interest states,
The entire goal of Digital
to Longwood and the services bepress seeks to link
communities of scholars, Commons is to share
Longwood community."
between
The library has been listen to their needs and information
pondering the idea of a provide solutions to support academic institutions to
Digital Commons for a few emerging academic missions further build upon their
information database.
years now. The university and goals."
The Bepress site has already
wanted to add a program

Two Women Arrested in
I Connection with December
I Walmart Robbery

S
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of her posts, Hartman said
the Digital Commons will
"aim to preserve and provide
access to that research."
Suzy Palmer, dean of the
library, said, "The Digital
Commons will give our
faculty and students a place
to have their scholarly works
preserved and accessible
to anyone with Internet
access. This will not only
enhance the visibility of the
individuals' works, but also
of Longwood University."
There are even talks of
adding
class
materials
such
as
lecture
and
presentation notes later
in the development of the
program.
Hartman said, "There
will be 'elements' available
hopefully next month." The
project does not expect to
receive a formal unveiling.
Hartman said if indeed the
Digital Commons were to
be launched in February, "It
would be the live version;
if 8 just going to be one of
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My Red
Wax

Piedmont Health District
Receives a Multifaceted
Grant to Help Battle
Obesity
As a result of a 31 to
34 percent obesity rate
in the seven counties
in die Piedmont Health
District
the
Virginia
Department of Health's
Office of Family Health
Services has allocated a
multifaceted grant to the
Piedmont Health District.
This grant is meant to help
communities concentrate
on
overweight
and
obesity issues in the rural
sections of the health
district state and country.
An effort concentrated
in the Farmville area,
according to the Southside
Messenger; is the High
Bridge frail Challenge
planned for early June.

COMPILED BY BBCCA LUNDBERG

Counselor Dr. Wayne
O'Brien Resigns
>Dr, Wayne O'Brien,
a Counseling Center
counseftJr whd setted
as director of the
center until 2011, ha»
resigned as of Jan. 8,
O'Brien
'counseled
patient! £ |f*dMduaIly
and worked in crisis
response. He focused
on
j ú f i i ú d , health,
threat | 8 assessment/
and men's involvement

I work for The Rotunda
for more than a few reasons,
but for some people, the
motivating factor behind
writing for a newspaper
is making enough money
to buy low fat Belldeloon
cheese in a special just-foryou serving size wrapped in
squishy red wax.
NEWS
Or at least thaf s why Ivy
and Bean, the seven-yearCOLUMN
old protagonists of children's book "Ivy and Bean:
No News is Good News," write The Flipping
Pancake, their one-page newspaper meant to
capture the exciting happenings of their supposedly quiet neighborhood.
Now, why am I reading a book meant for kids
about two elementary school children working
for cheese? Besides the fact that I can relate to
the girls because I technically work for cheesy
bread, I'm currently enrolled in Children's Literature. While I've also read about talking mice
and amoebas so far, Ivy and Bean are by far the
most entertaining characters I've encountered.
Ivy and Bean's parents won't buy them the
Belldeloon cheese that all of the other kids'
parents pack in their lunch boxes, and even
more importantly, the girls can't mold the
cheese's wax covering into different shapes like
their friends do. They feel left out of the crowd
and are determined to make enough money to
purchase this special cheese.
After Ivy and Bean's plans to make big
money by selling magic potions fail miserably,
Bean's dad tells them that he made money as
a kid by writing a neighborhood newspaper
and suggests they give it a try. While the kids
are initially hesitant, they soon find their street.
Pancake Court, has stories just waiting to be
found.
From asking questions to peeking in windows, Ivy and Bean find what they believe to
be hard-hitting news stories for their newspaper. These articles include everything from
an embarrassing baby photo of Crummy Matt
to descriptions of thè dirty living room of the
neighbor with Pancake Court's cleanest car.
Bean's dad gets a laugh out of the girls'
neighborhood exposé, but the neighbors aren't
quite as amused when they receive copies of
the paper. I won't spoil the story, but lef s just
say their newspaper causes some backlash.
The reason I feel the need to discuss this
seemingly silly children's book, besides having
back-up proof that I did my Children's Literature reading this week, is because the author,
Annie Barrows, appears to be informing children that reporters aren't always appreciated
for their investigative work.
While I don't go to the ethically questionable measures Ivy and Bean do to get a story, I
do ethically yet passionately go after the truth
when needed. Some stories are simply surface
level articles, but like Ivy and Bean show readers, other stories require some more digging.
Of course, people don't like it when reporters
dig for the truth, simply because they do not
want their flaws or mistakes revealed or highlighted. This is not to say tabloid trash on a celebrity's newest flame or weight gain should be
respected because I view those types of stories
as cheap journalism, but stories that reveal the
truth about something important that has been
hidden or lied about are doing readers justice
whether people realize it or not.
Journalists have been bashed for years
because of thorough and investigative reporting. Bob Woodward and Carl Bernstein, the
Washington Post reporters credited for a great
deal of work in the uncovering of the Watergate
scandal, were viewed as liars and scoundrels
until they helped reveal the Nixon administration's illegal actions.
Now, there have been and always will be
journalists who turn to unethical and disrespectful measures to get a story or even make
up stories, such as infamous fabricator Stephen
Glass, and I do not condone those actions in
any way. But there are journalists who are condemned for reporting that is simply exposing
wrongdoing and revealing the truth, and that is
absolutely ridiculous.
I will always apologize if I make an error of
any kind in my writing. I would also take full
responsibility if I practiced unethical reporting
methods. However, I will never regret doing
what is right and telling the truth in my writing, and neither should other writers.
While Ivy and Bean write for red wax, I write
to maintain my sense of right and wrong. The
day I apologize for truthful writing is the day I
hand over my integrity, and I never plan to give
up something so precious.
*" This editorial is an opinion stated by the writer and
does not represent the vietnofTlie Rotunda or Longioood
University.

MLK Celebration
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Bringing 'The Global Community' to Longwood's Community
MICHELLE GOLDCHAIN

Features Editor

The Longwood University community honored
Martin Luther King, Jr. by presenting the words
find vision of the Dalai Lama.
On Wednesday, Jan. 23, a group of Longwood
students, faculty and staff volunteered to read
excerpts of the Dalai Lama's speech, "The Global
Community,'' outside the steps of the Lankford
Student Union.
Leading the commemorative speech reading,
Jonathan Page, lecturer of English and Modern
Languages, said, "As I reflect on the Civil Rights
leader who embraced everyone in love and faith,
I can't help but see Dr. King as not simply an
American or an African-American, but as a citizen
of the world and a global leader who inspired
nonviolent liberation movements around the
world. Dr. King presented us with a global vision

of the world whose nations and people could
triumph over the worst instances of poverty,
racism, war and violence."
Page said it is difficult for modern society to grasp
the meaning of struggling for civil rights. "People
today may look at the dream of racial equality and
simply see it as a quaint vision, but for its time it
was a revolutionary vision for us to rise up as one
to confront and put an end to the injustices that the
world ignored for generations."
Commenting on King's legacy, Page said, "He
acted because a threat to freedom and injustice
anywhere is a threat to freedom and injustice
everywhere."
"His legacy still lives in the world in anyone
who understands that the only way to transform
the jangling discords of our nation into a beautiful
symphony of brotherhood is to work together,
struggle together and stand up for freedom
together," added Page.
"The dreams we have for our families, our

communities and our world all matter," said Page.
He said leaders should always look to the future.
"Our - re-envisioned dream then should be to
create a global community, but this will require
a qualitative change in our souls as well as a
quantitative change in our lives," he added.
Page said, "The key to realizing this vision
is to remember that all life is interrelated, and
whatever affects one directly affects all indirectly.
Therefore, we must develop a sense of universal
responsibility."
In the Dalai Lama's "The Global Community,"
it reads, 'To meet the challenge of our times,
human beings will have to develop a greater sense
of universal responsibility. Each of us must learn
to work, not just for his or her own self, family or
nation, but for the benefit of all mankind."
The Dalai Lama further wrote, "Universal
responsibility is the real key to human survival.
It is the best foundation for world peace, the
equitable use of natural resources, and through

concern for future generations, the proper care of
the environment."
Longwood alumnus and Admissions Counselor
James Bland read his own commemorative
thoughts at the Speech Reading, saying, "We have
come a long way as a country, but there is still work
to be done."
Bland asked the audience what they were doing
for others. "I charge you to remember the time is
always right to do what is right. I charge you to live
with something that is bigger than yourself because
an individual has not started living until he can rise
above the narrow confines of his individualistic
concerns to the broader concerns of all humanity. "
As for what people can do to keep the vision of
King and the Dalai Lama alive, Page said, "The
dream still exists today ... What we must do is
continue to be the change we wish to see in. the
world as we remember the dream, embrace for
struggle and continue the journey."

Celebrating Heroes, Joining Communities, Impacting the Nation:
The History of the Motor) School Civil Rights Learning Center
MICHELLE GOLDCHAIN

Features Editor
The Moton School Civil Rights Learning Center,
previously known as the Robert Russa Moton
Museum, serves as Virginia's only civil rights
National Historic Landmark. The Moton School
Center honors the courage and tenacity of the
movement towards the integration of schools in the
Prince Edward County.
Serving the community by keeping history alive,
the Moton School Center is currently in the process
of restoration and continued community outreach.
Justin Reid, associate director for Museum
Operations of the Moton School Civil Rights
Learning Center; commented on the Moton School
Center's new title, saying, "It does a better job
of capturing what we're about because we're
interested in helping people learn and better
understand the Civil Rights history and really
inspire that kind of active citizenship that we saw
here, but then really inspire people to really be
courageous."
The Moton School Center has been in a state of
restoration for the past four years, and by April
of this year, six total galleries will be open to the
public, including photographs, texts, digital media
and oral histories on the history of Barbara Johns
and the Walk Out generation in Prince Edward
County.
In the beginning, the Moton School Center
was built in 1939 to be served as Prince Edward
County's all African-American high school. When
built the Moton School was the twelfth African
American high school to be constructed in the state
of Virginia. It served as a school until the 1990s
where the Martha E. Forrester Council of Women,
a non-profit, all-female Civil Rights organization,
raised $300,000 in order to save the building from
being purchased elsewhere.
Reid said that when the Moton School was first
constructed, education was viewed as a privilege,
especially for wealthy, Caucasian men
He said, "If you were a woman, if you were poot
if you were a person of color, really your education

wasn't valued, and the common belief at the time
was that black students didn't need a high school
education."
Reid said that during the time of the school's
construction, the African-Americans in the
community typically only went to school until the
sixth grade before growing up to become tobacco
farmers. After parents rallied for a high school to
be built, the building was constructed too small,
without a cafeteria and without a laboratory to
teach science.
"When they built this building in 1939, they built
it for only 180 students, and by 1951, there were
almost 500 students," said Reid. He further stated
that parents rallied to have a bigger school built
but county leaders responded by building tar paper
shacks to expand the Moton School. Reid described
them as "essentially chicken houses."
"That sends a very clear message about how they
viewed black students in this community and their
worth," said Reid, who described how the students
had to hold umbrellas when it rained to be able to
complete their work
Finally enough was enough. Reid said the students
spoke up to say, "We're supposed to be separate
and equal. We're separate, but if s definitely not
equal, and we need to do something about it."
¡¿¿Barbara Johns, a 16-year-old student at the Moton
School, handpicked student leaders in the school to
form a committee of about 20 students to present
to the school on April 23,1951 their plan to go on
strike.
Reid said, "Not only did they go on strike, they also
called Virginia's two leading [National Association
for the Advancement of Colored People] NAACP
attorneys, Oliver Hill and Spottswood Robinson."
After meeting the students and parents in the
Moton School, Hill and Robinson agreed to accept
the case with two conditions. First, the students
needed support from their parents, and second, that
the case would be toward suing for. an integrated
school, rather than for a new school. After taking a
vote, the students agreed to both conditions.
The case at the Moton School combined with
cases from Topeka, Kans.; Delaware; South

Carolina; as well as Washington, D.C. All five cases
were consolidated for the Brown v. Board Supreme
Court case.
Reid stated that the Moton School case was the
only student-initiated Brown case and that 75
percent of the Brown v. Board plaintiffs came from
Farmville, Va. Despite Topeka being the title for
all five cases, Topeka produced 13 plaintiffs, while
Prince Edward produced about 1560.
The group of students known during this
movement in Prince Edward County was known
as the Walk Out generation. Students who were
impacted by the Brown v. Board decision later were
known as the Lock Out generation.
After the Brown decision, the Virginia General
Assembly was determined to protest against
integration and implemented the Massive
Resistance in 1956, discontinuing the funding of
public education. In September 1959, the public
school system in Prince Edward County was shut
down for five years, causing 4,000 local children of
all races to be denied access to free public education.
Reid said, "You have all these kids being locked
out of schools, and when I mean locked out, there
were padlocks on school doors, see saws were
chained down to the ground, playgrounds to keep
kids off swing sets were cut down in order to keep
kids off."
During this time, wealthy Caucasian families sent
their children to the Prince Edward Academy set
up with the aid of tax-funded tuition grants and
vouchers. Reid noted that many families went into
debt to try to send their kids to the academy.
For the African-American community in Prince
Edward County, they fought for their children's
education in many ways, one way including
sending their children to relatives living in other
counties or states. Some parents had to decide
whether to send one child and not the other due to
age differences, creating different life outcomes and
privileges to either sibling where one would go to
college and the other possible would not be able to
finish high school.
One other way some families provided
education for their children was by giving up legal

guardianship to the child to enter him or }\er into
the foster care system to continue their education
in another state.
Different placement programs were set up to
have students live with strangers in other parts of
Virginia or around the country to be able to attend
schools. One program included the American
Friend Service Community, a Quaker organization
established in Philadelphia, Pa.
Reid said, "For some kids it was tough. Suddenly,
you're separated from your parents, your entire
world as you knew it from Prince Edward Cqunty."
Reid commented that the majority of students
from Prince Edward County were not able to leave
to continue their education.
"I think we're seeing some of the consequences of
that to this day in the community because the kids
of those who were impacted by the schools closing
are in the schools now. These are their parents and
grandparents who were locked out for five years,"
stated Reid.
Discussing the Moton School Center's goals,
Reid said they are focused on inspiring the next
generation and showing students they have the
power to change their community in incredible
ways.
"We always talk about Rosa Parks and Martin
Luther King, but the real heroes were those
individuals, the everyday, ordinary people, that '
did these extraordinary things. I f s really an
inspiration," said Reid.
For the future of the Moton School Center, Reid
said that there are plans to work with educators to
shift the focus to local advocates when educating
students on America's Civil Rights history.
Reid said, "We're really teaching the next
generation of students that we all have a choice. We
all have a choice to accept the status quo or we can
acknowledge a justice and actually do something,
anything to try to correct it."
The Moton School Civil Rights Learning Center is
located at 900 Griffin Boulevard. Look online at the
Moton Museum website to see upcoming events in
the community. To leam more, call (434) 315-8775
or email info@inotonmuseum.org.

Real-Life 'Titan' Leads Keynote Speech at MLK Symposium
GABRIELLE PEDRO

Editor-in-Chief
On Thursday, Jan. 24, Denzel Washington's voice resonated through
Jarman Auditorium.
"Anybody know what this place is?" He asks rhetorically, in a dip
from the hit 2000 movie, "Remember the Titans." "This is Gettysburg."
He answers, addressing his team of dirtied, tired men. "This is where
they fought the Battle of Gettysburg."
Washington continues, "Take a lesson from the dead. If we don't
come together, right now on this hallowed ground, we too, will be
destroyed. I don't care if you like each other right now, but you will
respect each other. And maybe, I don't know, maybe, we'll learn to
play this game like men."
When Herman Boone, the real-life counterpart of Washington's
character in "Remember the Titans," took the stage at the Martin
Luther King Symposium, he was greeted by a standing ovation of
the audience. He graciously thanked the university and the town for
their hospitality, dting the growth of the area despite its past history
of raaal discrimination and began with a simple point of clarification.
"I didn't run those kids through no swamp at 3 o'clock in the
morning. I might be crazy, but I'm not stupid enough to run a parent's
child through a swamp at 3 o'clock in the morning. We have witnesses
here - 1 took them to the cemetery on a bus."
He pauses for a beat.
"Good evening, ladies and gentlemen."
Herman Boone, as introduced by Longwood University Director
of Athletics, Troy Austin, is most commonly known for being the
Head Football Coach of the famous 1971 State Champions, the T.C.
Williams High School Titans; subjects of the popular 2000 movie. He
took the stage as the keynote speaker at the Martin Luther King, Jr.
Symposium, the final event of the MLK Week's events.
In Austin's introduction, he touches on Boone's life before the
infamous events in 1971, demonstrating Boone's finesse of coaching
and leadership. When Boone worked at E.J. Hayes School in
Williamston, N.C., in die early 1960s, the football team that he coached
won a record of 99 wins and eight losses in a period of nine years.
In 1966, the team, under Boone's leadership, was recognized
as "The Number One Football Team in America" by Scholastic
Coach's Magazine. Unfortunately, Boone was later informed by die
Williamston school board that the town was "not ready for a blade

head coach," so he subsequently left, where he later found himself in
Alexandria, Va., working at T.C. Williams High School.
The rest, as they say, is history.
"'Remember the Utans,' is not a movie about football," Boone says
with a smile. "It is a movie about some incredible young boys, whom
I coached in Alexandria, who were forced to come together due to the
integration in Alexandria, Va. These boys did not like each other at
all." Boone later went on to express his immense pride for the former
players of the 1971 team, dting their success in their later lives as
these players went on to become mayors, lawyers, doctors and the
like.
"My definition of a team is a group of people with one vision, one
objective and by God, one heartbeat," Boone said.
He added, "[The Titans became] second in the United States because
they found a way to accept the soul of an individual rather than reject
their brother because he was not the same color [...] [They] broke the
mold and broke the silence in Alexandria and became an example of
breaking the silence and breaking the mold to the country."
Boone even revealed a connection he had to the Farmville community.
In 1959, when Robert Russa Moton High School was shut down after
refusal to integrate the schools in Prince Edward County, Boone was
working in Luther H. Foster High School in nearby Nottoway County.
Boone attempted to speak up in defense of the school.
"I have to challenge your mentality," he said to one of his
superiors. "I think i f s unspeakable, I think i f s unjust and I think
i f s inhumane that you would deny any kid a right for an education,
which is a foundation for all of our lives." Unfortunately, Boone was
subsequently fired after his remarks.
In lieu of die week's events, Boone did believe it important to relate
his experiences back to the vision of Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., whom
Boone revealed that he did have the privilege to meet. He spoke of
King's life, Boone expressed the cultural importance of the era of Dr.
King's life, dting the emergence of the Black Panthers, the Vietnam
War; the Pentagon Papers, integration of schools, the Kent State
shootings and "sit-ins and demonstrations by Dr. King and many of
us, just for the right to have a cup of coffee in a public restaurant in
this country."
Boone urged the audience to continue to celebrate and honor the life
and vision of Dr. King and "not to mourn his death, but to remember
his life, what he did during his life. His message of peace and love is
universal for everybody."

In condusion of his presentation, Boone quoted King's Letter from
Birmingham Jail, a piece which he described as incredibly powerful,
both for its meaning and its message, and ended with a stanza from
Frank Sinatra's "My Way."
"Regrets, I've had a few, but then again, too few to mention. I did
what I had to do, and saw it through without exemption. I planned
each charted course, each careful step along the byway. But more,
much more than this, I did it my way. "

Photo Courtesy: pugebound.edu

Herman BOOM shares the importance of acceptance with the LU community.

Upcoming Piedmont Regional Basketball Tournament on Feb. 23:

300 Athletes, 300 Student Volunteers and Everyone is a Winner
Monica Newell
Asst. Features Editor
On Feb. 23, Longwood University
will be host to a Special Olympics
event known as the Piedmont
Regional Basketball Tournament.
Longwood's participation in the
Special Olympics has been going
on for at least 20 years. Longwood
became 4 regional site around 10 or
15 years ago.
Associate Professor of Therapeutic
Recreation Dr. Susan Lynch said,
"Initially it started out as ... an Area
12 tournament. So, they would invite
one or two teams to come, and we
would provide opportunities for
Area 12 athletes. I would probably
say, between 10 to 15 years ago I
actually asked the regional office that
is in Richmond if we could change
this tournament to make it more
meaningful to the students here
because a lot of students volunteer."

Area 12 is a term defined by the five
counties surrounding Prince Edward
County, including the town of
Farmville and Cumberland County.
Lynch commented that initially,
the Piedmont Regional Basketball
Tournament began with around 30
athletes. Now, the tournament attracts
a minimum of 300 athletes.
In the past, Longwood has had
around 200 to 300 students volunteer
to help out in the Special Olympics,
whether as scorekeepers, referees or
cheerleaders. The volunteers can also
be a buddy to the visiting athletes.
There is a student organization, a
therapeutic recreation organization,
which volunteers at the registration
table or at the table selling T-shirts.
There are also athletic trainers, who
are responsible for providing first
aid in the gyms. The sorority Alpha
Sigma Alpha also provides games in
the area where the athletes go to relax
between the events.

Lynch said, "There are three events
going on: half-court games, fullcourt games and individual skills.
Individual skills means that an
individual participates in certain
skills. One of them is free throws,
another skill is target pass and one
is dribbling. The individual has
different skills that he or she competes
in against other individual athletes."
Lynch said, "The interesting thing
about Special Olympics is that they
believe that everybody wins."
"Everybody gets an award," she
added.
The athletes who will be attending
the tournament are from different
regions of the state. They can range in
ages from middle school /high school
age to adulthood. The tournament is
open to any person with intellectual
disabilities, which is the primary
diagnosis needed in order to compete
in the Special Olympics.
If someone does not live in Area

12, that does not make him or her
cut off from the other tournaments
held in other regions of the state. The
only stipulation to participate in state
competition is that the team or the
individual - depending on the event
the individual is competing in - has to
compete in some regional competition
in order to qualify to compete in state.
If this is not completed, the team/
individual cannot compete in state
competition.
Individuals, who will be coming
to the tournament, will be traveling
from Roanoke, Lynchburg, Northern
Virginia, Virginia Beach, Richmond
and Petersburg.
If interested in volunteering for this
year's tournament, please contact
Sara Dougherty at sara.dougherty®
live.longwood.edu or contact Dr.
Susan Lynch at lynches@longwood.
edu.

All Around The World Meet and Greet

New international students mingle with each other and get to know some of their fellow LU students.

Nikki Chappelle
Staff Writer
On Tuesday, Jan. 29, the Office of
International Affairs hosted a "Welcome Reception" for new international students in the Lancaster gallery.
The event was held in order to give
Longwood students the opportunity
to meet and greet new international

there were a multitude of different
snacks and refreshments set up for all
the students, induding fruit, water,
coffee and numerous desserts.
The gallery was engulfed with a
plethora of friendly faces from different countries. International students
came from all over the globe, including students from China, Switzerland, the United Kingdom, the Bahamas, Colombia, Saudi Arabia, France
and Malaysia.
It was also a time for Longwood
students to understand and get a feel
of what it is like to travel to another
country. There were several informa-
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Students share their experiences of studying abroad In a foreign country.

Laura, a sophomore
from Birmingham, England, stated,
"The classes in England are very easy
to drift off to, but the classes here are
very interesting and everyone here is
very nice."
Sam, a sophomore from Derby, England, said, "Everyone is very friendly
99
and is a great compass as well. The
The classes in England are campus is gorgeous."
Laura, astounded by the walk to
yg/y easy tO drift Off tO, but the
Walmart, stated, "I'm from BirmingClasses here are very interestingham, i f s different for us, because
and everyone here Is very nice. "Sam and I walked to Walmart the
other day and it took us 45 minutes
to get there, when it only takes me 45
minutes to walk from one end to Birmingham to the other."
Another International student, Juministrative and Office Speaalist Lalia,
who is from Southern China, diskeeia Greene and International Stucussed
her feelings about Longwood.
dent Advisor Brian Bolton.
"I
think
everyone is very warmSeveral international students who
hearted
and
my roommates are very
traveled a thousand miles or more
helpful.
Also,
I am an accounting mafrom their homeland to Longwood
jor
and
picked
Longwood because it
talked about adjustments, differences
had
a
similar
program
from my unibetween Longwood and their homeversity
back
in
China.
I
am very glad
land and how Longwood has been
I
chose
Longwood,"
she
stated.
treating them.
five directors present at the meet and
greet to provide valuable assistance to
both the new international and native
Longwood students. Some of the faculty present included Study Abroad
Coordinator Dr. Melanie Marks, Ad-

To/e-s-

Semester of "Yes!"

easy-mac and blowing my parents' life savings if
s time to make it worth it.
Contributor
W K p ^ ^ ^ M - '
. Jgg
For those of you who have time left, make sure
you do everything that you can to make your
The semester of yes.
experience worth i t Take so many pictures that
The entire American collegiate establishment is
a phenomenal thing. Each week I have found that it annoys people. Those images are the one thing
I have blown another hundred dollars on pitchers that will take you back. Although it is only going
to be a memory, you will still be pleased with
of watafy beer, "Mexican" food and themed outyourself for capturing a moment you will never
fits froafi Goodwill that - thankfully, for my sake
get bade
- I will never wear again. I have now approached
I constantly ask myself, where will I be at this
my last semester, and it gives me the blues to
time next year? The truth is, I have no due. How
think that after this year, it is inappropriate to
scary is that? There are not many things more
act in m g | heinous ways. Unlike college, the real
frightening than applying for jobs besides maybe
jWoridji* actually going to judge me.
getting out of bed the morning after a night of
Thfij is why I have declared this last semester
die semester of yes. Too many times I have turned drinking jungle juke. I am ready to have a job
down the opportunity to do something shameful, and work. I really am. At the same time, I don't
want to leave a place that has become so comfortand instead I am left with a memory of stuffing
able - a place where I h£ve found a family away
my f^ce with unnecessary carbs, while watching
from my home
. • 5
sad ^lovies and thinking about my ex-boyfriend,
the last few months of slumber parties,
My semester pf yea will consist of many things.
MISSTEKY

Some of the Longwood students
who attended this event were part of
the International Buddy Organization, looking to study abroad themselves or just excited to meet new
people from other countries.
Longwood freshman Kelly Russo
stated, "I really liked meeting people
from other countries and personally
I don't want to study abroad, but
I think it is very neat for those who
do, especially those who travel thousands of miles to come to Farmville."
According to the Longwood University Study Abroad website, studying abroad provides many opportunities for students that can range
from learning a new language, learning about a different culture or meeting a multitude of diverse people.
Moreover, there is an endless list of
reasons to study abroad because of
how it will strengthen your career
opportunities. For additional information about studying abroad, visit
the Office of International Affairs in
Stevens Hall, room 111.

If s time to start dating and "seeing people"
(wow, that sounds so grown up). If anyone asks
me out, I will accept the invitation. I vow that
I will not miss a party, movie night or fast food
run if asked. I will try my best to get fit and cook
actual meals with my roommates. I will take advantage of the academic perks of a university and
actually use my agenda every day. Most impor- .
tantly, I will spend as mudt time with this new
family I have made here, even if it means missing
my favorite télévision show.
There is so much potential for the rest of your
experience. Live it up and eat as many microwavable meals as possible. Go cut and meet new
people because one of them could end up being in
your wedding. Remember, you can only act like a
college student once and have it be acceptable.
Stay hungry. Stay foolish.
*M This |ditorki is an opinion stated by the writer and
does not represent the inews of The Rotunda or Longwood

Closed Doors:
A Persistent
Inconvenience
MICHELLE GOLDCHAIN

Features Editor

L a t e last February, I wrote
an article in The Rotunda titled,
"Protection Over Convenience:
Beach and Wooding Discuss
Card Access." The article
discussed how the hours of
dosed access to buildings may
impede certain majors that
require more time outside of
the classroom to finish work, FEATURES
induding biology majors, art
COLUMN
majors and more.
When writing the article, I spoke with Chief
of the Longwood University Police Department
(LUPD) Bob Beach and Senior Manager of the
Office of Integrated Security Services Debra
Wooding to leam more.
In the article, I wrote, "Beach said the restriction
of time access to academic buildings is to ensure
'a safe environment/ Wooding added that one
cause of limited access to academic buildings
after certain hours of the night is past acts of
vandalism."
Further reason in locking the buildings is to
prevent theft of expensive school equipment.
At the time, I did agree with them on the
reasoning behind why students are fully locked
out of campus buildings past 12 a.m. I could agree
that it did prevent any worries about students late
into the night-1 could agree that protection over
convenience was reasonable, and I left it at that.
While I did not contact either Beach or Wooding
for this column, the reason why is because in this
moment there is nothing I feel I need to report on,
and nothing exactly "new" has happened that
may cause the story to change in any way.
. What causes me to bring up the same issue
almost a year later, though, is that while I agree
with safety, I still continue to hear the same
frustrations from students around me, and i f s
hard to keep down my own frustrations as well.
As an art student, I understand what i f s like
to not be able to work outside of Bedford Hall.
As a freshman in Curry Residence Hall, when I
would work on larger pieces, there would be cut
paper; rulers and pencils strewn across the floor,
which I regret may have been to the dismay of my
roommate at the time. The room was cramped,
but big enough for two people to live in, but not
enough for even one person to work in.
As a sophomore in South Cunningham Residence
Hall, I tried to avoid making an outright mess that
could disrupt my roommate from her own work,
but unfortunately there was still not enough space.
While I tried to keep my work mess contained,
everything would still at some point spread
to the middle of die room. It wasn't the kind of
environment to work in or sleep next to, but what
was worse was that while my roommate at the
time was understanding, the last thing I wanted
to do was have my work impede her own.
Now, even as a junior in Lancer Park with my
own enclosed room to clutter and make a mess of,
it is still just a space to live in, not to work in. With
carpeted floors now, I have to avoid painting, let
alone even take out my tubes of paint. The walls
are so thin that I can hear the buzzing of the phone
of whoever lives above me. You can't even sneeze
without someone across the floor hearing you, so
there's no way I can really delve into any work
without becoming some kind of a nuisance.
But as an art major with a concentration in
drawing and painting, i f s not impossible to put
a pencil on a paper in some size of space. If s still
work that is possible to be transported.
For art majors with a concentration in
photography, though, what are they supposed
to do? They can't turn their bathrooms into dark
rooms. Photography is the kind of work where
you need more than just a bedroom shared by
two; you need a room dedicated for work, and
when it takes hours and hours to develop, 12 a.m.
becomes almost like a jail sentence.
Biology majors who have lab times are
debilitated just as much, if not more. I f s true
that the equipment provided by the campus to
students for labs can be a hefty price, and because
of that, it makes it all the more difficult to be able
to work anywhere else but die labs.
You can't take the lab equipment home with
you. Your lab has to be your home.
And thaf s how many majors have to treat their
workspace.
Longwood University is a great school in that
it challenges its students to challenge themselves
outside of the classroom. More so, the fact that the
Longwood University Police Department places
safety above convenience should be something
highly regarded and praised.
' But by locking the doors to the only places
students can challenge themselves academically, it
is doing more than creating "a safe environment";
it is creating a smothered environment.
"* This editorial is an opinion stated by the writer and
does not represent the views of The Rotunda or Lougioood
University.
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Longwood Theatre Presents 'L'Amour
Longwood University Theatre is proud to present L'Amour: An Opera Theatre Workshop Production, a hybrid theatre-opera piece, conceived
and directed by Gene Muto and Dr. Christopher
Swanson. The performance will open Tuesday,
February 19th at 7:00PM and run through Sunday,
February 24th. The performance on the 24th is a
matinee performance and will begin at 3:00PM.
The theatre will open for seating at 6:30PM and
2:30PM for matinee performances.
Opera Workshop is a program for talented
Longwood University students, typically in the
majors of Music and Theatre. The program was
conceived in its present form 7 years ago, pro- .
during such musicals as Jacques Brel, Venus and

Adonis, The Three Penny Opera, and The Rocky
Horror Show.
L' Amour is based on a scenario from die turnof-the-20thcen tury play, La Ronde by Arthur
Schnitzler. This theatrical opera depicts love and
seduction in various manifestations during finde-sifecle Vienna. The play incorporates text and
various arias, duets and chorales from a variety of
operas written by Bizet, Mozart, Bellini, Verdi and
others. With choreography by Isis Harrington
and musical direction of the singers and chamber
orchestra by Dr. Christopher Swanson, L'Amour
is sure to be a production you will not want to
miss.
Tickets may be reserved online atetix.com, or

through the box office at (434)-392-2724. The Box
Office hours run from 1:00PM-5:00PM Monday
through Fr}day. Tickets will also be available on
die night of the show at 6:00PM, with the exception of 2:00PM for matinees. Ticket pricing is as
follows: $10.00 for general admission, $8.00 for
senior citizens, Longwood faculty and staff, and
students from other schools and colleges, $6.00 few
Longwood students (ID required). All reserved
tickets must be picked up no later than fifteen
minutes before curtain.
SUBMITTED AS A PRESS RELEASE BY THE LONGWOOD
UNIVERSITY THEATRE DEPARTMENT

'Pretty Little Liars': There's A Secret for Everyone
By Jonel Andrew
Contributor
Lef s begin this episode with a heart stopping,
confusing scene of Spencer in a heated make out
session with Toby who transforms into the blackhooded "A" mid-kiss. Oh, it's just a dream. The
drama only gets better in the first five minutes
when Emily receives a box from Nate with Maya's
old things. Receiving your dead ex-girlfriend's
items from a past potential murderer is just double
the creepiness.
All the girls struggle with boyfriend problems
in their own way. Hanna is still trying to figure
out what Caleb is doing and why Mona's name
is involved. When Hanna overhears Paige on the
phone with Caleb, she figures out that if s the two
of them plotting against Mona and that Caleb is
the culprit who put the cow brain in Mona's locker.
On the other hand, Spencer is trying to handle
her own betrayal without telling the girls that her
beloved Toby is a part of the "A" team. In one of
Ali's old notebooks they find notes written back
and forth between Ali and a mysterious person.
This only makes the situation between Spencer
and Toby worse when they read that Ali attempted
to hook up with Toby.
Then we get to Aria, who harbors the secret of
Ezra's child, the child that he doesn't even know
about. However, Ezra figures it out soon enough
thanks to an emotionally distraught Spencer. After
receiving a fake text from Aria saying that Ezra
broke up with her, Spencer rushes to her friend's
defense only to realize with horror that Ezra knew
nothing of his child nor had he broken up with

Aria. "A" strikes again.
Emily has a talk with Ali's old friend and discovers a slightly disturbing secret: Ali might have
gotten knocked up. Emily goes straight to Aria and
they decide that they should take this information
to the police. Yet, Emily decides to hand over the
notebook itself rather than bluntly stating Ali may
have been pregnant. As if that weren't enough,
Emily and Hanna find out the detective that
now holds the notebook was also in Cape May,
where Ali possibly conceived the unborn child.
Oh, and if you're wondering how Hanna
ended up at the station with Emily, if s because
she was caught in a bar on ladies night with a
drink in her hand. No, she isn't venturing into
a new sexuality, she's just following Paige to
places she shouldn't be for reasons that don't
make sense. Rather than catching Caleb in a bad
act, she finds Paige with a girl who is definitely
not her girlfriend. Have we ever been able to
trust Paige?
Spencer is rapidly falling in a downward
spiral, and we watch first hand as she deteriorates in her car on her way to meet an unknown
person. Spencer, darling, no matter how much
makeup you attempt to put on you still look
like you're drowning in tragedy. We all think
(and hope, lef s be honest) that if s Toby who
Spencer is meeting up with, but of course if s
not. Spencer shocks us again when she meets
up with a private detective to figure out just
what Toby's role is in the "A" team.
This week's heartbreak award passes on from
Spencer to Aria, who stands in the street while
Ezra load^ up his car and drives away to see
>I
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his son for the first time. Maybe if s the tears in his
eyes, but something makes me think he doesn't
have plans of coming back. At least we can all
count on one person returning next Tuesday, and
every Tuesday: -"A".

Poetry Corner

The Storm is Coming
JESSICA GODART

A&E Editor
A teardrop of water
Out of the cold, lonely sky.
A crack of deep thunder
Follows each of his lies.
The lightening that strikes
Belongs to the anger in her heart.
But the calm before the storm,
The one whose silence is in the part,
Is the one that everyone hears
And the one he needs to heed
Because she's out for revenge,
And the storm is what she needs.

The Joy Formidable are Breaking Some Music Laws in 'Wolf's Law'
EJ Dowling
Contributor
If you are at all fond of a kind of
creepy, yet somewhat awesome
sound, then you should definitely
listen to The Joy Formidable's new
album, "Wolf's Law." The trio hailing from Northern Wales was formed
in 2007. With a very alternative rock
and indie sound, it is almost as if
their music belongs in some type of
car commercial, with their distinct
vocals and percussion sounds going
on as a vehicle races by on a track
somewhere in Hollywood.
The very original voice of lead
singer and guitar player Ritzy Bryan
along with the bass and backing vocals of Rhydian Dafydd and the ever
so important drums and other percussion of Matt Thomas make up the
very chill and shoegaze band. The
band first came together under the
name Sidecar Kisses, with Bryan and
Dafydd. When Sidecar Kisses split

up, they formed The Joy Formidable
with Justin Stahley on drums.
They released an eight-track EP
in 2009 entitled, "A Balloon Called
Moaning." 2009 also brought way to
the current drummer, Matt Thomas.
"Wolf's Law" was announced on the
band's official Facebook page in April
2012. Later in 2012, it was released
that The Joy Formidable would go
on tour with Muse. In November another EP, entitled "Cholla," was released as a sort of teaser for the new
album. "Cholla" included four songs:
"Wolf's Law," "Cholla," an acoustic
cover of "Cholla" and a new release
called "Tempo (Strong-Weak-Weak)".
In this new album released in the
United Kingdom on Jan. 21 and on
Jan. 22 in the United States, The Joy
Formidable did not disappoint. The
first track on the album, "This Ladder is Ours," was performed early in
January on "Late Night with Jimmy
Fallon." The over five-minute song,
almost instantly puts you in a bet-

ter mood, although it does start out
somewhat creepy and makes you
wonder what really is going to happen next musically. It reminds me of
a song you would see in the opening
scene to a chick flick when the girl is
taking about a million hours just to
get ready in the morning. The first
line, "lef s take this walk i f s long
overdue," pretty much sets the tone
for the rest of the album. It is almost
like Bryan is telling her listeners that
the album is long overdue.
The fifth trade, "Bats," was definitely a stand out for me. The lyrics
might be a little hard to understand,
but they are worth looking up. My
favorite part comes right after you
hear "we keep hanging on" about 10
times, and then Bryan says, "I've got
a choice, but the choices are getting
weaker, I had a reason but the reason
went away." It is a song all about being you, and doing what you want,
but also about the struggles of how
hard that can be. The second to last

track, "Forest Serenade," almost
made me cry when I first heard it.
Yeah, I know I need to get a thicker
skin. But, really listen to it; it is a great
anthem, maybe even a love song.
The whole tone and beat of the song
slows down when Bryan sings, "Just
let me be there one more time. We'll
go together one last time. There may
be other chances, but I know darker
thoughts seep in and overtake."
That's where I lost my cool, and I am
really not ashamed to say that.
If you are at all into indie music,
you should check out this album.
They really are not taking anything
for granted and leaving it all on the
line for their listeners. It is apparent
that they love what they are doing
and want support from new and loyal fans. If you get bored while studying you should go give it a listen. You
will not be disappointed, I promise.

The Paranormal Take Over and the Undead Awaken
JESSICA GODART

A&E Editor
"Hotel Transylvania" - No Humans Allowed!
The one rule of Dracula's extravagant Hotel
Transylvania. When he invites everyone from
mummies to Frankenstein to the hotel for his
daughter Mavis' 118th birthday, the last thing any
one expects is for Jonathon Van Helsing, the son
of a monster hunter, to join the party. But when
Mavis and Jonathon spark a relationship, they
realize things are not as black as white as monster
vs. hunter. (Adam Sandler, Selena Gomez, Andy
Samberg)

Pholo Comwy wwwwii«« t u n

Dracula sings a song to his daughter and plays the ukelele.

"Seven Psychopaths" - When a screen-writer
attempts to come up with a new storyline for his
next film, Marty Faranan finds himself mixed
up in the crime underworld in Los Angeles. Not
only that, but his borderline-psychotic friends
have kidnapped a crime lord's possession and
dug themselves deep into trouble. (Colin Faire11,
Sam Rockwell, Woody Harrelson, Tom Waits and
Christopher Walken)
"Paranormal Activity 4" - The activity has all
led up to the shocking and heart-stopping fourth
edition to the horrific movies. It has been five
years since Katie disappeared with her nephew.
Now, a suburban family notices strange occurrences at their new neighbor's house, and it
includes a young boy. All the horror has led to
this thriller. (Brady Allen, Kathryn Newton, Katie
Featherston)
"Pan Am: Season One" - Flashback to the 1960s.
Pan America airline is die best way to travel of
the decade - and that does not go without giving credit to the stewardesses. The best of the
best. This first season gives audiences a glance as
to how beautiful and talented they were at their
jobs. (Christina Ricci, Karine Vanasse, Mike Vogel,
Michael Mosley, Kelli Garner)

Tha supernatural thrills in "The Awakening" will shock you.

"The Awakening" - This British thriller is finally
being released in America. The story follows
Florence Cathcart, a hoax exposex; as she looks
into the supernatural phenomena that have been
occurring at a boarding school. But when the child
ghost that has been appearing seems to be more
real than she imagined, Florence's beliefs may be
changed for the worst. (Rebecca Hall, Dominic
West, Imelda Staunton)

'Cheers' and
other Funny
Ideas
KATIE REILLY

Foreign Correspondent
"Cheers" from Plymouth, England. I have been
in this new world for 27 days (see what I did
there), and I can finally say I feel comfortable.
When I first decided to do a semester abroad, I
prepared myself for an entirely different kind
of experience. In my mind, it was the idea of
constant travel, accents and much the same kind
of world as America. I thought because we shared
a common language and the historical bit where
England colonized parts of the USA, I wouldn't
experience homesickness or culture shock. My
thoughts misled me.
It is amazing how different England is from
America. Where I live is considered a type of
Suburbia, the same idea of families and kids all
around, but it is a different kind of Suburbia.
The houses are built together, the streets narrow,
no front yards, a school that looks like a manor
around the corner and an amazing view of the
sea. That is the kind of Suburbia I live in over here.
I could go on and on about the differences; there
are plenty. But I've narrowed it down to the top
five that have been both the most charming and
the most frustrating. Here it goes.
There is no such thing as country music. It
horrified me to say names like Carrie Underwood,
Brad Paisley, Tun McGraw and Lee Brice only to
have no one know who I was talking about. My
Saving Grace: they do know Taylor Swift only they
don't really like her. I started my explanation of
country music with "I go to Longwood University
in Farmville, Va., AKA the South. That is what
we listen to." Every single person referenced the
Facebook game Farmville, much to my horror,
when I told them where I came from. When I told
them it was the South, the cliché based accents
and attitudes from Texas were referenced with big
hair, big mouths and big personality. The English
listen to a lot of alternative and other artists that
I have never heard of, but other than the absence
of country music, their genres are all pretty much
the same.
The weather. The weather here in Plymouth is
insane. It is inconsistent, cold and hot at the same
time, blustery, rainy, sunny, spring time, winter
time, hazy, foggy, overcast, humid and just wet
all the time. And the weathermen are victims of
this insanity. They are never, ever right. Google
Weather tells me nothing. I have stopped looking
up weather in advance because you have to take
it in the moment. Friday was supposed to be a
gloriously sunny day, but it poured — cold and
windy all day long. The rest of the week was
supposed to be rain; today has been the most
beautiful spring-like day I could have wished for.
You never know what kind of day it is going to
be. It would start with beautiful sunlight and fade
into freezing rain with monsoon winds within
two hours. Here, umbrellas come to die. My rain
jacket is my new best friend.
The food. I haven't had McDonald's in four
weeks. There is also no such thing as Cook Out,
and i f s killing me. Fast food isn't as desirable
when you have to walk 20 minutes to get it, so
I've been living off of fish and chips and pub food
because i f s everywhere, including right around
the corner from me. Ifs a fine line of compensation
between things England doesn't have with what
they do. England doesn't have Costco size bags
of frozen chicken, Bisquick or a large selection of
salad dressings, and most people drink instant
coffee. Ifs not so much lacking items, just having
different ideas of them. Things they have that
I love include Tea Time from 2:00 to 4:00, fresh
baked scones with clotted cream and strawberry
jam, pastries filled with all kinds of delicious
things, fish and chips (with vinegar and salt,
ketchup is overrated), squash juice and alcoholic
cider. Just the scones and cider make up for a lot
of the things I am missing.
The way people our age dress: The first night I
went out here I was taken off-guard by the way
a lot the young people dress. The best word to
describe it is eccentric. Loud. Super loud. So many
people have purple, blue, violet, bleached or a
combination of colored hair. No one wears jeans
really; most people just rock a pair of leggings
or shorts with tights. The most common kind of
jacket is an animal print complete with faux fur.
There is a lot of sparkle and different prints all
layered together. The make-up here is also over the
top and eye catching, including heavy eye makeup and bright lips. It makes people watching way
more fun.
I came to England expecting to see something
new every day and be on the move, but that
isn't what studying abroad is about. I f s about
experiencing a new culture and appreciating it for
what it is without comparison.
To see pictures and hear more about my semester
abroad, check out my blog volagratisl .wordpress.
com.

"" This editorial is an opinion stated by the writer and
does not represent the vieres of The Rotunda or Longioood
University.

'American Idol' Hits Baton Rouge as Things Heat Up Between the Judges
ASHLEY HODGE

Contributor

"I thought this was a country debate"
was the line of the night by none
other than Nicki Minaj on the airing
of Wednesday night's showing of
"American Idol," but we'll get back to
what that was all about later.
The show opened up by catching
viewers' attentions with Ryan Seacrest
speeding around none other than the
Charlotte Motor Speedway. The judges
sat in one of the most unique places
ever done for auditions, the infield of
the speedway. This reminded me of
when they thought it would be a good
idea to do them on an airplane runway
last season which made me worry if
this was going to be a disaster like that
episode. The place ended up being as
shockingly amazing as the talent that
poured-through over the night.

However, the producers decided to
center the episode not around the talent
but none other than the drama that you
may have heard about back in the fall
when the media got a hold of a small
amount of the details.
The drama began as Summer
Cunningham finished the song "Lean
on Me" and judge Keith Urban asked
her what her genre of choice was. She
made a mistake by saying "I've tried the
country thing." This sparked his fuse,
making things escalate between judges
Mariah Carey and Randy Jackson. They
started going on about how that girl
"should sing country" and she "has a
yodel." This constant talk of country
music and choosing a genre this early in
the game made Minaj's eyes roll.
Minaj proceeded to make her argument
that it didn't matter what she wanted to
sing this early in the game. However,
the judges defensively talked over each
other, making Minaj realize that they

weren't listening to her. They paused
the drama long enough to tell Summer
she had enough talent to win her golden
ticket. The show continued with Minaj
becoming angrier after Jackson made
a demeaning comment about her not
being in the music industry for very
long, making Minaj say, "I can't judge
these contestants. F*** this," as she
walked off.
Minaj returned as if to say the show
must go on. Summer was only one of
the many talents that showed u p that
day.
Thursday's Idol returned in Randy
Jackson's hometown, Baton Rouge,
La. Jackson was eager to find talent
in his hometown, so he encouraged
contestants to give their all when
they entered the judging room; first
contestant Megan Miller did just that.
Miller had something special about
her. She was a trooper with a gleam to
her. Being that she had just been in a

wreck only days before, she was on her
way to surgery as soon as she finished
her song. Miller wowed the judges by
singing "Something's Got a Hold on
Me," and instead of using her crutches
as an excuse for going to Hollywood,
she was high-spirited about it and even
used her crutches as a fake microphone.
Miller was just the start of the females
that took over the day. The judges
even commented that the "Ladies of
Louisiana kicked butt," giving me
hopes for a female winner. Even though
it was majority females, the men did
receive golden tickets as well, one being
Dr. Calvin Peters.
Peters is a singing physician who's
shared his talent to all his staff and
patients. For his audition, he sang
"Whenever, Wherever, Whatever" by
Maxell giving him the compliments of
"I like your vibe, and you are a brave
man taking on a Maxell song," by
Urban and "I think you have a lot more

technique than a lot of the people that
we've already sent through," by Minaj.
While the talent is pleasant sometimes,
all you need is personality, and that's
what candidate Christopher Barthel
had loads of. Within moments of being
on stage, he had made friends with
the judges; Minaj even nicknames him
mushroom and Urban cracked a joke
about "Mushroom" being a fun guy.
The judges even enjoyed his off-key
rendition of Adam Lambert's "If I Had
You" for he accompanied his voice with
his dramatic Lambert-style dancing.
Thursday night ended with the judges
speaking of the over-pouring talent
that they had found over the past two
days. Jackson even commented that
they thought they had found the top
three prospects as well as maybe even
a winner.

'Glee' Returns with a Disappointing Post-Hiatus Episode
MONICA NEWELL

Asst. Features Editor

"Glee" brings in the New Year with
a reminder of just what those of us
who gave up hope on the series in 2012
missed. Nothing much except poorly
executed story lines meant to make us
ponder what the "Glee" writers are
thinking.
Now, on to the actual show. It begins
with series creator Ryan Murphy trying
to come up with some sort of way to get

season two, episode 13.
fun of the show, slowly advancing in later, the viewers see that Ryan Murphy call and let Rachel know the train was
Back at McKinley, the boys are freaking the list of characters that are somewhat is ready to ruin this show completely. late, and last, but certainly not least,
out because a girl could randomly come tolerable.
SFW, otherwise known as Trent has Rachel, talk to your roommate before
up and ask them to the dance. Oh no!
For the next few minutes, the show is come to testify that the Warblers were inviting your boyfriend to move in. Oh,
It's not like girls do not have to worry extremely boring with the exception of using HGH (performance enhancing what am I saying? This is the girl who
about that constantly.
almost got married at the end of last
wishing Rachel would get hit by a taxi drugs) to improve their chances.
as
she
jaywalks
through
NY
traffic.
Finn apparently has to think now that
Rachel, you're a vegan. Why are you season.
New Directions can't compete anymore,
A couple of songs, an awkward Jake/ eating a turkey burger? Brody, i f s the
despite Ryan Murphy's best efforts. So Marley moment and an almost kiss 21st century, you could use your cell to
he goes to his former football coach,
who arm-wrestles other teachers
in the teachers' lounge. Okay, two
things: One: why? TWo: Finn's not a
paid teacher, so why is he allowed
in there?
Now, the girls are singing to the
boys they want to ask to the dance.
I see Ryan Murphy has forgotten
that there is a member of the Glee
Club who would rather not have a
girl ask him to the dance as a date
due to obvious reasons.
Unfortunately, Blaine is the first one
asked by... Una. Didn't she want to
get back with Mike six episodes ago?
Again, Ryan Murphy is reusing plot
points — this time from season one,
episode three. Only this time, Una
actually knows Blaine's gay. Adding
to the awkwardness is the fact that
Artie (one of Tina's ex-boyfriends)
thinks the song is for him. Isn't he
dating Sugar?
Back in New York, Kurt seems
interested in a member of the
school's show choir. Hmm ... why
couldn't that have been the premise
of the show instead of Rachel being
Rachel?
People continue to pair off for the
dance (in surprisingly heterosexual
couples. Seriously, Ryan Murphy?
Blaine and Tina?), and Brittany sings
something that complements her
ladies choice on "Glee", as the men of New Directions serenade theirfemaleadmirers at McKinley High's Sadie Hawkins themed prom in the latest episode.
voice other than Ke$ha or Britney
Spears. Once again, Brittany makes

"why couldn't that have
been the premise of the
show instead of Rachel
being Rachel? "
New Directions to Regional's, despite
the fact that they didn't even place. They
were disqualified when Marley fainted.
Tina, who somehow is the senior class
secretary, suggests that the prom be a
Sadie Hawkins dance. The ruling board
approves the dance,- and the viewers
are, once again, whisked to New York
and left wondering if Blaine will stay
away due to his past horror at a Sadie
Hawkins dance.
Ah Kurt, how the NYADA story line
becomes somewhat tolerable now that
someone can tone-down the annoying
squeal of Rachel's voice. I f s too bad
Ryan Murphy seems to like reusing
plot points and has Rachel abandoning
Kurt for Brody — the same way Kurt
left Mercedes in the dust for Blaine in

Out With 'Sex and the City' and in with The Carrie Diaries'

Canto and Sebastian share an intimate moment together before theirrelationshipdeteriorate« over the course of the latest episode of "The Carrie Diaries"
JONEL ANDREW

Contributor
Remember your mom and all her
girlfriends freaking out over "Sex and

the City?" Well now it's our turn to
freak out with the prologue to Carrie's
life, which is more like "Puberty and the
High School."
We get to watch how Carrie managed

to obtain her glamorous life in the city
by going back to the 80s where she is
just a shy, innocent girl dealing with
first kisses and her very first trips to The
Big Apple.

You cannot deny how fun it is to
watch her slowly lose her innocence
as she falls for the bad boy at her high
school, Sebastian, and as she begins to
hang out with the high-end women
working for the fashion magazines.
This week's episode begins with
Carrie writing her thoughts and
saying, "Let's face it, life is easier if
you read the labels." Sebastian's label
as the "bad-boy" is only intensified
when Carrie finds his file which says
he had sexual relations with his Art
History teacher. Strangely, she chooses
to forget about it and does not start
running away until they are making
out on a bench.
The stark contrast is a little funny as the
show switches from Carrie's rebellious
sister Dorrit losing her hamster over to
Carrie being at an art exhibit where the
art is a former porn star's "lady part"
(no, seriously). There goes one strike
on her precious innocence.
Another strike is almost slashed
when this ex-porn star grabs Carrie's
hand and announces to everyone that
Carrie should present her own "lady
part" to the room before another man
can control i t I know, pom star logic
doesn't make sense to me either.
However; this episode is all about
taking control and that is exactly what
Carrie does. She says no to the retired
"artist" despite risking her friendship

with her trendy New Yorker friend, and
she decides that Sebastian is still what
she wants, even with his sketchy past
and her father's lack of approval.
Meanwhile, Carrie's dad seems a
little lost as he deals with both of his
daughters while being a widower on the
market as well. It appears that women
only seem interested once they find out
his wife has passed away. Was that an
endearing quality back in the 80s?
When Carrie finally tells Sebastian that
she found out about his scanty past it
doesn't seem to matter to him that she
accepts it. He is actually a bit furious
that his past has crept up on them, and
in return, he decides to break up with
Carrie right then and there.
Carrie's father seeks to make things
right with his daughters, and the tension
is resolved as they all take a trip to the
pet store. While Dorrit gets a cage for her
stolen hamster, Carrie apologizes to her
dad and makes it clear that Sebastian is
out of the picture.
Cue the violins as the screen fades
to blade with Carrie wrapping up her
thoughts and labeling her own self as
heartbroken.

What is Life Without A Good Old Fashioned Apocalypse?
SEMEIN WASHINGTON

Asst. Opinion Editor

"Like Trekkies
and wine snobs,
we all had a
chance to be
specialists on
a topic with
no definitive
expert. It was
a game of
which no one
could tire.
Even old nags
criticizing the
flexed ego hid
a little smirking
delight"

So, you opened your
eyes on a bright December
21st and then again to
the shining sun of the
next day? The Mayan
calendar, which no decent
doomsday forecaster could
read, proved unable to
successfully predict any
mysterious planets or killer
asteroids. As we all know,
the asteroids are a proud
bunch. You don't call them;
they come as they please.
Still, the point rings loud
and clear: you and the rest
of the World are not dead.
With this fact in mind, the
opinion could end quickly
and quietly by declaring
our culture's need for a
worst-case scenario. Then
again, we could draw it
out, speculating beneath a
starry night sky the reason
we need a hefty dose of
mass mortality. However,
I'll end up doing neither of
those things and just sort
of settle on an interesting
compromise.
Lef s all gather now
to remember those
prophesized versions of
the coming apocalypse
bloated, by movies and
literature, to an almost
endless variety. Zombies
hankered for brains,
becoming generally rank

after months of un-life. The smirking delight.
self-reliant asteroids left
While we joked and
humanity in a heap of ash.
fought over doomsday
Slews of natural disasters
mumbo jumbo, it quietly
swamped our coasts and
became a distraction.
folded the great capitals
Precluding the looming
into earthquake tortillas.
threat to babies and kittens,
Finally, Iranian-North
2012 held other, more
Korean-Russians dropped
immediate, anxieties. A
one imperial nuke.
Pakistani girl suffered a
Taliban
issued gunshot to
With all our choices in
the
head.
The body count
mind, the end of days
in
Syria
grew.
Our decadebecame great fun, even for
long
wars
culminated
those of us with a creeping
in droves of Afghan and
suspicion of blood in the
Pakistani country folk
streets. It lifted friends
blown away day after
from depression and
day via remote control.
coaxed strangers to talk.
Even normal citizens
"What if the world ends in
found themselves shoved
December?"
in
front of subway trains
After referencing the end
and
victims to one mass
of the world, it was only
sensible to have a pointless shooting or another. The
argument. Did the Mayans job market and election
needed no introduction.
actually mean the "world"
If this was every day life,
would "end?" Y2K never
happened, so why invest in a good apocalypse was
this crapshoot? Predictably, preferable.
those arguments were
Like all small mercies,
neither won nor lost. The
it was spared us, and we
Mayan long count was
currently float adrift in
never seriously consulted
the days following Dec.
in the case of our planet
23, waking up again and
bursting in half with
again, breaking the charm.
celestial earth-juices flying
But rest assured, we should
willy-nilly. Like Trekkies
all expect a new fear of the
and wine snobs, we all had year, rendered harmless
a chance to be specialists on in its magnitude. Our
a topic with no definitive
next fixation will arrive
expert. It was a game of
promptly to administer
which no one could tire.
humanity a vital dose of
Even old nags criticizing
laughter and amnesia.
the flexed ego hid a little
Photo By: Christian Taylor

Update: The world did not end on Dec. 23, but this guy was ready, Just to be safe.

The Wide, Wide World: Learning to Expand Your Boundaries
SEMEIN WASHINGTON

Asst. Opinion Editor

Photo By: Photo Editor Ashley Fuller

The subject of this article is a
personal impression of my first
jaunt out of the country and over
an Atlantic Ocean that I dreamed
was endless when I was a child.
I use the verb "dream" because I
never actually believed it. I once
"dreamed" a certain interstate
out of Norfolk was the outer
limit of the earth. I still feel that
sometimes.
I'll spare my audience the
full details of a study abroad
Archeology of England course.
That can best be gained in the
Longwood magazine. If I were
to express it here, that would
be the sort of column that I'm
not writing. I think this story is
best told with a few key details.
Steady as she goes, it's new
territory for me, too.

London, our primary site
of interest, is a big city by
any means, but there were
marked differences from my
experience with big cities in
the United States. The most
prominent was my feeling that
it was a large city in a small
country. The information age,
with its popular magic trick of
compression, has made a wide,
wide world a smaller place. This
is an all around acknowledged
fact. The smallest island near
Samoa can Skype to New York
and Amsterdam in the same
hour. However, I think the
distances within have come
closer at the same rate as the
distances without. The smallness
of England became a palpable
thing, not only in the heart of a
world capital where the whole
earth is a pin's head, but in
moderate York and the stone

Despite the fact that it is thousands of miles away, England's culture is not too different from our own.
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strewn little village of Avebury.
Growing up in a country with
many times the population and
landmass, I felt the amazing
conglomeration of people in an
expanse I found less expansive.
The age of an older country
is a stereotyped detail, and I'll
largely dismiss it. However,
bringing it up is essential, I
feel, to rectifying the difference.
The collection of architecture
since the Great Fire on each
block was overwhelming. And
perhaps that leads to the larger
point: the cultural version of a
million coexisting and vibrant
mutations. The small row houses
that illustrate the sensible living
standards, slightly worn down,
of the last 30 years, the churches
that reach back as far as history
will allow, the pubs that exist,
crammed in their spaces, for
the longest times like turtles
in shells. Variety is a thing any
big city has and, frankly, York
had nowhere near as much as
London.
In other news, while the
chewing gum per square inch
of side walk rivaled New York,
the number of homeless people
was smaller. Blame it on better
social security or higher overall
standard of living, but it was a
paint stroke on the hasty portrait
of that city.
The similarity of culture was
another detail that did not slip
my notice. I felt at home, hot as
though I was in another place
with strange turns of ritual. The
food was just the same thick,
organ-laden food as it would be
at home. The times when people
talked felt like home but with
the obvious difference of sound.
Talkativeness was spread out
and, to my liking, not a habit.
However, the thing I will
remember the most about
England is that it was the place
where I first rode a train. Oddly
enough and I gave it little
thought at time, but it was a
train unavailable in the United
States. At six a.m. in the dark
blue morning, we zoomed past
buildings, parking lots and
hamlets from London to York,
each feeling as though they spun
on an axis slowly. To me, the
beauty of that experience was
real, emotional and difficult to
categorize.

Television vs. Pornography - Is There Really a Difference?
COURTNEY CARROLL

Opinion Editor
There is a certain mindset that
is attributed with pornography.
If s bad, gross, demeaning and
• derogatory. Of course, there are
different types of pornography;
it is usually put into three
categories: hard-core, soft-core
and literary erotica. The first
two are videos/movies, and the
third is typically books/stories.
The stigma that goes along with
pornography is changing, slowly.
Sex used to be taboo, and nobody
wanted to talk about it, but now
everyone is talking about it,
television shows are showing it
during the daytime and you can
barely watch a movie without
there being at least one sex scene.
I was watching television one

day last week, and I came across
one of the Soap Operas that my
mother made me watch with her
over Winter Break. I put it on the
channel, and the first thing that I
saw was a sex scene. This show
comes on at 12:30 p.m. on regular
television channels. I saw partial
nudity in the several minutes
that I watched, and it made me
wonder, how many children
watch this on a daily basis? How
do we keep our youngsters away
from sex when it's all over the
television during the day?
I don't even have to tell you
all about the shows on HBO.
Specifically, 'True Blood." This
show has more nudity than
I've ever seen on a television
show. In the pilot, there is full
frontal nudity of a woman. I get
that these channels have to be

purchased and they come on late
at night, but there is seriously
sex in every show on television
There is sex all over this show,
and this channel in general.
The characters in these shows,
even on the Disney Channel,
dress provocatively now, and
that didn't happen when we
were children. Midriff shirts were
for the "sluts" on television; now,
the good girls wear clothes that
leave little to the imagination. So,
just so I get my facts correct, how
do viewers tell the "good girls"
and "sluts" apart?
I'm actually watching die
movie "Co&ch Carter" right now,
and the scene is on where the
basketball team has just won the
tournament and the team goes to
a "good girl's" house for a party.
The "good girl" is having sex

with one of the basketball players the parental controls. Most of the
time that code is easily figured
she just met. What are young
out because, SPOILER ALERT,
people supposed to think about
children are not stupid.
this? Who are they supposed to
look up to?
People these days can't even
trust their religion to be a pure
Actual pornography, the kind
influence of their children and
you find in the back room at a
teenagers. In August 2012, the
video store or on the Internet, is
Catholic Church was, once
actually easier to access on the
again, involved in a scandal
Internet than the last episode of
"The Walking Dead." How is this where it was brought to light
that the church owns a German
possible? On average, three out
company that produces mainly
of five websites are created with
porn. Most of the books that
"adult viewers" in mind. When
this company produces are
you go to one of these websites,
considered literary erotica. The
all you have to do is click "Yes,
' Catholic Church knew what this
I am at least 18 years old." How
company was selling, but I guess
many people who are younger
they just hoped nobody would
than that dick that button?
notice. I'm not an expert, but I
When you want to order one
just
can't comprehend how sex
of die adult channels on the
is
becoming
more accessible and
television, all you have to know
raunchier
as
the years go by.
is the four digit code to get past

When it comes to reality
shows, like "The Bachelor" and
"Jersey Shore," there's so much
sex. Yeah, yeah, they blur out
body parts or cut the lights out,
but everyone knows whaf s
happening on screen. Then
there's the 'Teen Mom" shows.
Those girls are becoming famous
because they got pregnant when
they were 16. Those shows are
very popular and making light of
serious situations. I honestly just
don't understand it I want to,
yes, but I don't.
There is more sex on television
now than there has ever been.
Day time television is becoming
more risqué, and nudity is
happening more and more. I
have seen more butts and breasts
on television during the day than
I ever thought I would.

Being 'Of Age': What It Really Means & Why We Still Don't Understand It
COURTNEY CARROLL

Opinion Editor
I will be honest with all of you, I couldn't
wait to turn 16.1 couldn't wait to turn
18. And my 21st birthday? It couldn't
come fast enough. I wanted to be older.
I wanted to be "wiser," but I actually
knew very little. I didn't know what the '
consequences were to my actions. In
this article, I will show you all the good,
and bad, things about being "of age." It
will open your eyes and you'll probably
be able to relate to most of these. If you
don't now, you will.
Relationships. Those are difficult during
this time. Every boyfriend or girlfriend
you have seems like "the one." Oh, but
they aren't You'll probably be in your
mid-to-upper 20s before you find the
person you'll spend your life with and
have a family with. Even if you do find
that person when you're younger, there
are many things that will go sour with
the relationship. You'll break up, you'll
get back together. Who really knows how
many times this dance will happen. You'll
date someone else, but that person will
never; ever make you feel die same way

the previous person did. You'll wonder
why and there is no answer for that It just
happens. Relationships come and go and
your newly found hormones contribute
to the bulk of the predicament in which
you've recently found yourself.
Friendships. Those come and go, too.
Your high school friends will, probably,
not be your best friends for the rest of
your life. At 18, you graduated high
school and you all went to different
colleges after that amazing summer
together. Am I correct? Yes? I thought
so. It happened to me. My high school
best friend, Amy, is still one of my best
friends, but she's no longer there for
everything. She doesn't understand the
jokes about Longwood or the jokes that
my Longwood best friend and I share. Is
she still important to me? Of course she
is. I was there for her short-lived marriage
(see the paragraph above for why the
marriage didn't last at age 20). She will be
there for me when I finally say 'I Do' to
my fiancé in a couple of years.
These are the problems that every
person faces as they get older. Now, lef s
get to the tougher problems with being
"of age."

in jail? Fined thousands of dollars?
Absolutely not
The final thing I'm going to talk about
is a big one that nobody really wants to
talk about. Statutory Rape. The "R" word
is horrifying to everyone. According
to the Virginia Department of Health's
website, if you are 18 years old and you
have sexual intercourse with a partner
who is 15,16 or 17, you can be subjected
to up to a year in prison and a $2,500.00
fine. I have news for any of you readers
who are dating someone who is under
18: If s not worth it. Having that on your
record is not worth the one night stand.
Sexually transmitted diseases aren't worth
it either. You're all over 18. This could
happen to any of you. As I said, being "of
age" is not all if s cracked up to be. You
have responsibilities and I promise there
are actual consequences to your actions.
Being "of age" is great yes. I've had a
fabulous time since I turned 18 and 21,
but the consequences out there for me if
I break the rules are grand, not only with
the law, but with my mother. And trust
me, if I act a fool and get arrested, my
mother will be more terrifying than any
police officer or person I meet in jail.

Contributing to the delinquency of a
minor? Thaf s major. I turned 18 and was
no longer a minor. Several of my friends
were. Cigarettes, adult videos, lottery
tickets. Ah, those were the good ol' days.
I still remember my 18th birthday. I
couldn't wait to buy that first lottery ticket
(and I won 200 dollars, by the way). Then
I bought my first pack of cigarettes. Then
I bought a pack for one of my friends who
was still 17. His father found the pack and
told my parents that I bought than. I had
never been in as much trouble with my
parents as I was then.
Then there's the ripe old age of 21.
You're an adult now, or so you think.
Under the eyes of the law, you're of
age. Thaf s good, but thaf s also very,
very bad. Have you ever been arrested
for contributing to the delinquency of
a minor? No? Good. I sincerely hope it
stays that way. Now, I'm not saying that
I'm a saint and have never given alcohol
to my 20-year-old friend at a party, but I
know the consequences if they get busted
and my name gets dragged into the mix.
I know the rules and I've chosen to break
them a time or two, but is that worth
getting kicked out of school? Thrown

"It couldn't
come fast
enough. I
wanted to be
older; I wanted
to be 'wiser,'but
I actually knew
very little/'
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Lancers Hope to Snap Losing Streak against Panthers Where to Go
From Here?
ERIC HOBECK

Sports Editor

Longwood will take their 3-18 overall record into the Millis Center tonight as they take on the High Point
Panthers (9-10, 4-3 Big South). The
Lancers have lost 11 in a row dating
back to Dec. 17, and lOth-year head
coach Mike Gillian remains confident
even with the team remaining winless in the past month-plus.
"A lot of teams in the Big South are
perimeter-oriented teams," he said on
Tuesday. "For example, [first-ranked]
Charleston Southern has four very

good guards averaging double figures. But High Point is an interiororiented team with [big men] John
Brown and Allan Chaney. Those guys
play in and around the basket and we
have to do a good job keeping those
guys under wraps."
Brown has started all 19 games for
HPU, averaging a team-high 17.5
points, which is good enough for
third in the conference, and 6.7 rebounds. Chaney has 13.9 points and
leads the team with 7.4 rebounds for
the Panthers, who are currently tied
for third in the North Division with
VMI and Radford.

"If they don't produce big numbers for them, if s hard for [the team]
to score points," said Gillian. "They
scored 58 points against Asheville the
other day and those two combined
for 12 points, so we have to do a good
job of containing those guys and then
continue to understand that when
you're defending guys on the perimeter they're going to try and drive us
to the basket. We've got to close out
and guard those guys well and keep
them out of the lane. We need to do
a better job of shutting down those
drives to the basket and not giving
up those driving layups during the

course of the game as the game's
moving along.
"If we can do those things, we're
okay against them defensively. We've
been doing a better job of taking care
of the ball [lately] and thaf s going to
be key for us to get the shots we expect to.
Longwood is ranked last in the
country for scoring defense, averaging 81.9 points given up over 21
games. Freshman guard Michael Kessens leads the conference in rebounds
with 9.2 a game.

Slumping Lancers Look to Bounce Back
road. Every game is going to be difficult, so we
Contributor
prepare for each game
The Longwood Wom- the same way," seconden's Basketball team year head coach Bill Rehas had a surprisingly inson said Tuesday.
positive season to date
The squad also had a
but hit a bit of a rough very unfortunate turn
patch last week, losing of events when leading
two straight games to scorer (16.4) and asBig South opponents sists leader (4.2) Smith
High Point and Liberty. injured her ankle. She
The Lancers also lost then missed the rest of
scoring leader Crystal that game and the LibSmith during the High erty game; her return
Point game. The team date has not been dehas conference oppo- termined yet. He does
nent Coastal Carolina believe she will be back
coming up tomorrow, soon, though, saying
and Campbell on Satur- "She is a competitor, so
day. Although the Lanc- I am certain she will be
ers are below .500 now, back sooner rather than
optimism remains high later." The loss puts
due to their 6-3 confer- a hole in the Lancers'
ence record.
lineup due to her wellWhile the Liberty documented leadership
and High Point losses and scoring abilities.
The Lancers have
were both by double
digits, i f s worth not- conference foes Coastal
ing that those teams Carolina and Campwere expected to finish bell as fheir next two
1-2 in the conference. games. In the last games
Those defeats brought against these teams, the
the team's road record Lancers won at home
to 4-10 on the season. with comeback victo"They were consid- ries with a late win over
ered the top two teams Campbell on Jan. 17 and
in pre-season, and we a sizeable second-half
played them on the comeback over Coastal
NICK CONIGUARO

two days later. Reinson
recognizes that both
these teams are very
talented and are going
to be difficult to beat,
especially on the road,
adding "We are very
confident that we can
beat any team in our
conference if we play
to our capabilities. Conversely, if we don't play
well, we can lose to any
team in the conference.
"Coastal Carolina is
a very talented team
who can score against
anyone. They were very
effective in the first half
of our game here in
Farmville. We must do
a good job of defending
them and still be able
to attack on the offensive end. Campbell will
show us the half-court
trap again. We struggled with it a little bit
the last time. Offensively, they shoot the ball
very well and attack the
offensive glass.
"Both games will be
tough tests, especially
on the road."

PhotoBE
Longwood vs. Coastal Carolina Number 4 Raven William on Jan, 20,2013.
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ERIC HOBECK

Sports Editor
I f s fair to say that
Longwood men's basketball
has seen better days. The team
is in the midst of an 11-game
losing streak, their longest
since the 19-game slide that
ended the 2004-05 season.
The streak dates back to their
82-54 loss on the road to
Canisius on Dec. 17. It's also
been over two months since
SPOKLTS
they won against a Division
COLUMN
I team, an 86-83 win over
Florida A&M in Las Vegas the
day after Thanksgiving. Longwood's two other
wins came against Central Penn College and
Southern Virginia.
Now, many of the losses so far were to teams
that next to nobody expected Longwood to beat
— teams like Georgetown, VCU, and Creighton.
However, some of those losses were plain bad.
They put together a great second half against
Norfolk State, but it wasn't enough to make up
for a 43-29 first half in the home opener. The
story was much the same against Cornell the day
after the Florida A&M win. They trailed by four
at home against Fairleigh Dickinson at halftime
and couldn't come back, losing 79-71 on New
Year's Eve.
Against Coastal Carolina, Longwood led by 2
with 7:25 to play and it was tied as late as 6:16,
but they couldn't finish and lost their first-ever
Big South game 80-72. It was tied at halftime for
the Campbell game, but another poor second half
saw Longwood lose 83-73. Campbell only led by
one with 3:48 to go, but Longwood couldn't close
the deal in that one. They were never really in
it against Charleston Southern, losing by 13 on
ESPN3. Against Radford, some players had to
be physically restrained from throwing punches
at one point and Longwood lost again, 82-72.
The only other complete game the Lancers put
together (beside the Florida A&M game) was a
week and a half ago against two-time defending
Big South champs UNC-Asheville. A Michael
Kessens free throw tied it at 65-all with 1:42 to
go, and the only difference was three Asheville
free throws down die stretch.
Any optimism that Longwood fans had at the
end of that game faded after the Lancers lost to
archrival Liberty last Tuesday, 74-47.1 would say
that the Lancers showed up with nothing but a
dismal offensive effort to show, but they didn't
even show up against the Flames. If the team
showed as much heart and passion as the 75+
Lancer Lunatics that made the trip to Lynchburg
did, they would have won by over 20. It was flat
out embarrassing.
To make matters worse, Longwood lost to
Presbyterian on Saturday. On paper, it was the
most winnable Division I game on the entire
schedule. The Blue Hose came in to Willett Hall
with an RPI ranking of 346. In other words,
they were the second-worst team in the country
ahead of winless Grambling. They went back to
South Carolina with a win in hand after taking it
to the Lancers offensively, as the nation's worst
team when it comes to scoring defense gave up
82 points, 29 of which were a career-high for
PC senior Khalid Mutakabbir. Students left for
the exits with about a minute to go. They took
advantage of turnovers in the second, and pulled
it back to 61-60 at 7:05, but a potential shock
dock violation by the Blue Hose was ignored •
late, and a 9-0 run iced it for Presbyterian.
One wonders why it took so long for Lucas
Woodhouse to earn a starting spot after starting
against Marshall in the opener; if s even more
curious as to why Woodhouse played the entire
Presbyterian game with several highly capable
players sitting on the bench doing nothing. Mark
Parker, who is talented in his own right, got zero
minutes on Saturday, minutes that could have
eventually been a positive deciding factor.
Three players (Nik Brown, Anthony Taylor, and
Frank Holloway) are out with injuries. That's
not a valid excuse for consistent defensive
breakdowns, especially in the lane. In numerous
interviews throughout the past several weeks.
Coach Mike Gillian has said something to
the effect of "Games are won in the last three
minutes and we need to find a way to win those
last few minutes." That's a fair assessment
seeing as five of seven league games to date have
found the Lancers with an opportunity to close.
The thing is, they haven't won those last few
minutes.
I don't know if if s because of youth, coaching,
or something else, but the bottom line is that
Longwood can't win right now. The season is
going down the drain fast and there's no light
at the end of the tunnel. They're probably the
second-worst team in the country.
Now isn't the time for the same tired
justifications for inexcusable play. If s time to
turn the season around and win. 1 hope that the
coaching staff knows how to do so.
This nhuthái it mi opinion stated by the writer und does noi represent the
views of The Rotunda or Longwood University.

Longwood Men's Basketball Losing Streak Goes to 11
ERIC HOBECK

Sports Editor
After the men's basketball
team dropped an 82-71 decision
to Presbyterian to start their
inaugural season in the Big
South Conference 0-7, 10thyear head coach Mike Gillian
said, "You're either with us or
against us right now. You're
either going to work and be a
part of the ride when we get
to it, or you're not. There's no
choosing after the fact."
Indeed, there is significant
negativity surrounding the

Lancers (3-18, 0-7 Big South)
after yet another loss that made
them the second-worst team in
the national RPI ranking, ahead
of only winless Grambling
State. Gillian elaborated on that
comment Tuesday, saying, "It
basically means we're working
to achieve something special
here. Now we haven't done
that yet, singularly in winning
a conference game and we
haven't done it over the course
of a season obviously...
"What it really means is we're
working at it, we're dedicated
to it, and we're positive

Photo By: Laura Clarke

At the White out LU vs Norfolk, #14 Michael Kessens goes for the jump ball.
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explained. "At the end of the
game, we're not doing enough
to come out on top. We need
to break through there, but we
also need to do more in those
segments that precede that
... It would be much better to
be in a position where you're
up six with four minutes to
go instead of tied, or up four
instead of down two.
"A lot of what happens
earlier in the game affects
what happens at the end. In
our case, we've done a good
job of putting ourselves in that
position and then we're maybe
affected a little by being
somewhat shorthanded, and
we're being affected certainly
by the fact that we haven't
come through at the end of a
game yet and thaf s something
[we] have to get good at to
perform over and over again,"
he said.
"We need to break through
in one of those [situations]."
Speaking
of
being
shorthanded, freshman guard
Nik Brown is day-to-day with
an undisclosed injury, and has
been out since the Radford
game on Jan. 16. Redshirt
sophomore guard Anthony
Taylor has missed significant
time since December with
what is described as a foot
injury and has only recently
resumed practicing, according
to Gillian.
Next on the schedule for
the Lancers is a trip tonight
to division opponent High
Point (9-10, 4-3 Big South)
for a 7 p.m. tipoff. After that,
Longwood will be in Boiling
Springs, NC on Saturday tq
play Gardner-Webb (11-10, 3-4
Big South) at 7 p.m..

about it. We know that [the
win's] coming and we need
everybody's help to continue
on that path. I know how much
people want it too. When it does
happen, you have to embrace it
and say, 'Okay, we got it now,
lefs take this one and move
forward with it.'"
He went on to say that progress
is being made, adding, "Ifs
hard to see because we haven't
won in the league yet ... We're
progressing in a number of
areas ... When you're with the
guys every day, understanding
what they're doing and how it's
translating to how we play, you
can see it. I f s there."
A smooth offensive start for
LU didn't last long on Saturday,
as Presbyterian led by three
at the first media timeout.
A Khalid Mutakabbir threepointer sparked an 8-0 run for
the Blue Hose that made it 2314 midway through the first
half. Longwood didn't get the
deficit under three for the rest of
the opening frame, as a Michael
Kessens layup made it 39-36 at
the intermission.
It seemed that it would be
yet another loss for the Lancers
when Mutakabbir earned an
old-fashioned
three-point
play to. give PC a 12-point
lead with 15:37 to go, but
over the middle portion of the
second, Longwood clawed
their way back and had three
opportunities to take the lead
when down one. However,
the Lancers again failed to
close, and a 9-0 Blue Hose run
between 5:01 and 1:32 all but
sealed it.
"What we're dealing with
is, we're doing enough to put
ourselves in position to be
successful. Five out of these
seven league games have gone
right down to the end," Gillian
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Photo By: Laura Clarke

At the White out LU vs. Norfolk State, #14 Michael Kessens makes a slam dunk.
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Big South Standings
MEN
NORTH

Campbell
Radford
High Point
VMI
Liberty
Longwood
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With BLOCK MEAL PLANS, you are given
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use however you wish...
GREAT FOR COMMUTERS!
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5-3
4-3
4-3
4-3
3-5
0-7

OVERALL STREAK
L2
10-12
W1
; 10-11
LI
9-10
* 9-10
L3
W1
7-15
Lll
3-18

SOUTH

Charleston Southern
UNC-Asheville
Coastal Carolina
Gardner-Webb
Winthrop
Presbysterian

7-0
5-2
4-3
3-4
2-5
2-5

12-6
11-10
9-9
11-1Q
8-11
5-16

W8
W3
W1
W1
LI
W1

WOMEN
NORTH

CONFERENCE

Liberty
Winthrop
Presbyterian
Radford
High Point
Longwood
Campbell
Coastal Carolina
Gardner-Webb
Charleston Southern
UNC?Asheville

Convenience and Flexibility
OQ SIGH UP AT IONGWOODJMMPUSniSH.COM

CONFERENCE

7-2
7-2
7-2
6-3
6-3
6-3
5-4
3-7 B
2-7
1-8

0-9

OVERALL STREAK
15-6
W2
13-8
W6
12-8
W1
11-7
W1
12-8
LI
9-11
12
I
13-7
I LI
8-12
W1
9-11
W1
6-12
LI
2-18
Lll

